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### ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADPC</td>
<td>Asian Disaster Preparedness Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAR</td>
<td>Central African Republic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBPF</td>
<td>Country Based Pooled Funds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEDAW</td>
<td>Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CERF</td>
<td>Central Emergency Response Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSW</td>
<td>Commission on the Status of Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRC</td>
<td>Democratic Republic of Congo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRR</td>
<td>Disaster Risk Reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECHO</td>
<td>European Civil Protection and Humanitarian Aid Operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAO</td>
<td>Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAQ</td>
<td>Frequently Asked Question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAM</td>
<td>Gender and Age Marker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBV</td>
<td>Gender-Based Violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEWE</td>
<td>Gender Equality and Women’s Empowerment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFDRR</td>
<td>Global Facility for Disaster Risk Reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GiHA</td>
<td>Gender in Humanitarian Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIR</td>
<td>Gender Inequality of Risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRG</td>
<td>Gender Reference Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA</td>
<td>Humanitarian Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HACRO</td>
<td>Humanitarian Action and Crisis Response Office of UN Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCT</td>
<td>Humanitarian Country Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDN</td>
<td>Humanitarian Development Nexus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFA</td>
<td>Hyogo Framework for Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HNO</td>
<td>Humanitarian Needs Overview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRP</td>
<td>Humanitarian Response Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IASC</td>
<td>Inter-Agency Standing Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICRC</td>
<td>International Committee of the Red Cross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDP</td>
<td>Internally Displaced Person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDTF</td>
<td>Interdivisional Task Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IES</td>
<td>Independent Evaluation Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Full Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFRC</td>
<td>International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INGO</td>
<td>International Non-Governmental Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEAP</td>
<td>Women's Leadership, Empowerment, Access and Protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGBTIQ</td>
<td>Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Intersex and Queer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCO</td>
<td>Multi-Country Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO</td>
<td>Non-Governmental Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWOW</td>
<td>New Way of Working</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCHA</td>
<td>Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD</td>
<td>UN Women’s Contribution to Humanitarian Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCHA</td>
<td>United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD DAC</td>
<td>OECD Development Assistance Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oPt</td>
<td>Occupied Palestinian Territory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS</td>
<td>Results Management System (UN Women)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCP</td>
<td>Gender Standby Capacity Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDG</td>
<td>Sustainable Development Goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGBV</td>
<td>Sexual and Gender Based Violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIDA</td>
<td>Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOGIE</td>
<td>Sexual orientation, gender identity and gender expression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRH</td>
<td>Sexual Reproductive Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ToR</td>
<td>Terms of Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN</td>
<td>United Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNCT</td>
<td>United Nations Country Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDP</td>
<td>United Nations Development Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDS</td>
<td>United Nations Development System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEG</td>
<td>United Nations Evaluation Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNFPA</td>
<td>United Nations Population Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNHCR</td>
<td>United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNICEF</td>
<td>United Nations Children’s Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNISDR</td>
<td>United Nations International Strategy for Disaster Reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN WOMEN</td>
<td>United Nations Entity for Gender Equality and the Empowerment of Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US$</td>
<td>United States Dollar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCDR</td>
<td>World Conference on Disaster Reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WFP</td>
<td>World Food Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHS</td>
<td>World Humanitarian Summit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WPHF</td>
<td>Women’s Peace and Humanitarian Fund</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The centrality of ensuring that gender equality and women’s empowerment (GEWE) are fundamental in humanitarian action has been repeatedly emphasized in international forums, including the 60th Commission on the Status of Women and the World Humanitarian Summit (WHS). UN Women’s work in humanitarian action is focused on this pressing need: ensuring that women and girls play a greater role in, and are better served by, disaster risk reduction and humanitarian response and recovery process efforts in order to support their empowerment and resilience. This formative evaluation of UN Women’s contribution to humanitarian action therefore comes at the right time to help us understand the evolution of UN Women’s work in this area and its role in the humanitarian context.

The Independent Evaluation Service (IES) of the UN Women Independent Evaluation and Audit Services (IEAS) undertook this evaluation as part of its corporate evaluation plan. IES assessed the relevance and appropriateness, effectiveness and efficiency, connectedness and sustainability, and extent to which a human rights approach and gender equality principles were integrated in UN Women’s humanitarian action work across its integrated mandate: normative, operational and coordination at country, regional and global levels.

The evaluation found that the evolution and trajectory of UN Women’s work in humanitarian action since 2014 has been positive. By 2018, UN Women’s contributions to humanitarian action included: crisis prevention; preparedness; responses to reduce vulnerabilities, addressing risks and promoting resilience; and leveraging of women’s leadership across the humanitarian–development nexus. UN Women effectively supported normative work to assist Member States and the United Nations in developing and implementing humanitarian action policies. The Entity also assumed the role of GEWE coordinator for the United Nations system and the humanitarian community at various programming levels during humanitarian responses.

The evaluation concludes that while the growth in UN Women’s humanitarian work is positive, a more strategic and consistent approach is needed to make further progress. This will require a new detailed, response-level strategy with specific approaches to effectively engage in coordination mechanisms, as well as innovative resource mobilization strategies, partnerships, and knowledge management and learning initiatives. Increasing the effectiveness and impact of UN Women’s humanitarian action work to respond to the needs of the most vulnerable women and girls are among the recommendations of this evaluation.

The management response and action plan presented by UN Women acknowledges the need to use this formative evaluation to inform future humanitarian work strategies and plans. It confirms UN Women’s commitment to learn from its experience and use gender-responsive evidence of what works and what doesn’t to achieve gender equality and women’s empowerment.

Sincerely,

Lisa Sutton
Director, Independent Evaluation and Audit Services
1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Almost all actors, from the Inter-Agency Standing Committee (IASC) to local non-governmental organizations (NGOs), recognize that humanitarian action (HA) is more effective when it sufficiently accounts for the needs of women and girls and when gender equality and women’s empowerment (GEWE) are integral to all aspects of the humanitarian programme cycle. UN Women is one of the most important actors in ensuring that this is achieved consistently and well.

UN Women’s contribution to HA has been growing. UN Women’s HA annual budget has grown by 700 per cent, from US$ 3.4 million in 2011 to US$ 27.2 million in 2017. The Entity has been involved in all aspects of HA, from small livelihood projects that give women critical income and promote their role in non-traditional sectors, to essential policy work in global forums like the World Humanitarian Summit (WHS) and the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction.

While UN Women’s growth and scope of programming is impressive, a more strategic and consistent approach is now required, with particular focus on:

- A detailed response-level strategy that provides specific approaches and standard operating procedures for engaging with and influencing coordination mechanisms, resource mobilization strategies within and beyond coordinated appeals, key partnerships/joint programming opportunities, and knowledge management and learning.

- Increasing effectiveness and impact in HA by better linking the Entity’s work to system-wide responses while minimizing programming not carried out in partnership or that does not have broader strategic importance.

- A fit-for-purpose management and human resource structure for HA to ensure that UN Women can maximize its influence at the country level.

- A focus on developing global partnership frameworks with OCHA, UNHCR and UNFPA.

Action on these and other findings and conclusions from this evaluation will enable UN Women to strengthen its contribution to HA, from emergency response to longer-term transformative change.

1.1 Evaluation description and methodology

This corporate thematic evaluation assesses UN Women’s contribution to HA at global, regional and country levels and seeks to inform strategic policy, decision-making, organizational learning and accountability, and contribute knowledge to what works and what doesn’t to advance GEWE in HA. The evaluation also assesses UN Women’s efforts to promote GEWE in the context of the New Way of Working (NWOW), UN reform, the 2030 Agenda for Humanity, UN Common Guidance on Resilience and the commitment to leave no one behind.

The primary audiences for this evaluation include UN Women’s Executive Board, senior management, staff of the Humanitarian Action and Crisis Response Office (HACRO), and regional and country level staff working on GEWE in HA. The evaluation’s scope is from 2014 to present, with a brief review of work conducted from 2011 to 2013.

The evaluation focused on issues and examples that inform how and when UN Women plays a significant role in HA. It includes linkages between the Entity’s three organizational levels (global, regional and country) and the three dimensions of UN Women’s mandate (normative, coordination and operational).

The evaluation included five country missions (Bangladesh, Cameroon, Colombia, Jordan and South Sudan) as well as separate missions to New York and Geneva. The evaluation team met with UN Women staff, all relevant humanitarian actors, donors, governments, civil society, affected populations and women’s groups. This resulted in a total of 461 semi-structured interviews and group discussions.
The evaluation included a survey with 221 responses (a 33 per cent response rate), a self-assessment questionnaire completed by all six of UN Women’s regional humanitarian advisers, and an extensive portfolio review involving document review and analysis of financial and results data for 39 countries. The portfolio review included UN Women’s activities, partnerships and investment in HA from 2014 to 2018, with financial analysis from 2016 to 2018.

Prior to this report, the evaluation used the evidence and related analysis from four comprehensive case studies on Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR), Resilience the humanitarian response and chronic humanitarian situations resulting from conflict and forced migration, UN Women’s partnerships with key UN agencies in HA, and UN Women’s efforts to promote gender equality in HA through its normative and coordination work at headquarters level.

1.2 Conclusions

The following conclusions are organized by criteria. This includes the “triangulation marker” that indicates the type and strength of different evidentiary sources (see Section 2.8).

1.2.1. Relevance

CONCLUSION 1

UN Women helps to ensure that gender equality and the empowerment of women remains central to humanitarian action.

GEWE is largely recognized as an important factor in achieving effective HA. Most stakeholders consulted in this evaluation noted UN Women’s normative, coordination and programming work as relevant to HA. Stakeholders recognized how GEWE contributes to more sustained humanitarian outcomes and longer-term transformative change. However, the relationship between UN Women’s normative, coordination and programming work and the wider role that the Entity

plays in HA was not always clear. Therefore, some stakeholders see smaller-scale, country-level programming as the entirety of UN Women’s contribution to a specific response – missing how UN Women also informs important coordination and normative work.

1.2.2. Appropriateness

CONCLUSION 2

Stronger links are needed between UN Women’s global normative work and humanitarian coordination mechanisms where needs and priorities are determined.

Over the last five years, UN Women has been involved in, and often instrumental to, all major international and regional forums concerning HA and DRR. This engagement has provided a foundation for making links with response-specific coordination mechanisms that define the needs of women and girls and other vulnerable groups. Such coordination mechanisms include the Humanitarian Needs Overview/Humanitarian Response Plan processes, United Nations Humanitarian Country Teams, humanitarian clusters and sectors and inter-cluster working groups. However, a consistent, early and strategic presence in country-level coordination mechanisms is needed to make the vital links between UN Women’s global normative work and effective HA to ensure the needs of women and girls are appropriately addressed in humanitarian contexts.

1.2.3. Connectedness and sustainability

CONCLUSION 3

UN Women should continue to build on its “development” work while increasing its focus on the “humanitarian” side of the nexus.

UN Women’s global normative work has provided a foundation for activities that are closer to the development side of the humanitarian–development nexus. This could lead humanitarian stakeholders to view UN Women solely as a development actor, thus

---

Key UN agency partnerships as identified in the 2014–2017 Humanitarian Action Plan, i.e. the key UN agencies working on humanitarian action.
decreasing the Entity’s opportunities to influence humanitarian and other actors in their work to support women and girls in emergencies, and as they integrate gender equality and the empowerment of women into their programmes. UN Women could have a greater impact by ensuring that: a system-wide response is gender sensitive from the beginning; the Entity addresses underlying power dynamics; programming considers possible risks and backlash to women’s participation; and barriers to access are addressed. These actions are all closer to the humanitarian side of the nexus and also facilitate links to UN Women’s global normative work.

CONCLUSION 4
Working in partnership can ensure that UN Women makes sufficient contributions and increases funding opportunities.

United Nations organizations are generally enthusiastic about engaging with UN Women, which has emerged from the partnerships that UN Women has forged to date. However, in the future, partnerships could be more central to how UN Women works in terms of specific responses. Partnerships with OCHA, UNHCR, UNFPA, UNICEF and WFP, among others, could enable UN Women to contribute to developing effective GEWE approaches, while creating a channel for these to be implemented at scale. This is important as UN Women’s programming currently tends to be at a smaller scale, meaning its efficacy and relevance is difficult to appraise. Working in partnership and at scale would be an effective way to demonstrate results, inform global policy and increase the inclination and capacity of donors to fund similar approaches and partnerships in other humanitarian responses.

1.2.4. Effectiveness
CONCLUSION 5
There is significant evidence that UN Women has been highly effective in its global normative work.

There are several examples of how UN Women has worked to integrate GEWE into frameworks and policies that guide HA. The evaluation could not identify any relevant international forum or event in which UN Women was absent over the last five years. The examples provided throughout the evaluation indicated that UN Women was not merely present, but also ensured that issues of GEWE were incorporated into key normative frameworks and guidance.

CONCLUSION 6
Lessons from UN Women’s country level work should serve to improve programming approaches globally and act as a catalyst for longer-term transformative change.

UN Women lacks systematic methods to effectively extract and document learning from specific humanitarian responses. While this is typical of many international organizations, it is of particular importance for UN Women as it supports programming that addresses immediate needs, pathways to recovery and longer-term transformative change. A systematic and consistent approach to appraise and extract lessons on how different actors incorporate a gender lens into humanitarian activities – either independently or because of direct UN Women support – would not only continue to build the case for investment in GEWE, but would also provide a compendium of best and emerging practices that could be replicated and brought to scale in other responses.

1.2.5. Efficiency
CONCLUSION 7
UN Women’s reliance on non-core resources tends to make it more reactive and less strategic, and thus less efficient overall.

With non-core resources comprising around 95 per cent of UN Women’s humanitarian funding,
the Entity is mostly “supply driven”. This means that UN Women is largely reliant on project-level funding and opportunities, which affects its ability to be more coherent and strategic at the global level.

CONCLUSION 8
UN Women’s capacity and expertise in humanitarian action vary across offices, risking UN Women’s ability to deliver consistently.

As seen from other organizations’ experiences, becoming established as a reliable humanitarian actor requires commitment in terms of sufficient humanitarian capacity across the organization. Current corporate systems do not facilitate UN Women’s understanding of what type of humanitarian-related expertise it has available and where it can be found. A team of dedicated staff that could be deployed in the earliest stages of a response would help to ensure the implementation of a strategic and consistent humanitarian approach. Ideally, this team would include three to seven staff members with experience from multiple humanitarian responses who have a deep understanding of humanitarian coordination and appeal mechanisms.

1.3 Recommendations
The following recommendations are based on the evaluation’s findings and conclusions.

RECOMMENDATION 1
UN Women should develop a response-level strategy to complement its global Humanitarian Strategy.

A response-level strategy should provide specific approaches and standard operating procedures for engaging with and influencing: coordination mechanisms (Humanitarian Country Teams, Humanitarian Needs Overview/Humanitarian Response Plans); resource mobilization strategies within and beyond coordinated appeals; key partnerships/joint programming opportunities; and approaches to ensure knowledge management and learning.

UN Women should establish criteria to define its field-level engagement, considering the level of need, capacity and inter-agency agreement. UN Women’s most important contribution to HA could be in helping operationalize guidance and bridging policy and practice. UN Women could also better track financing and results in programmes that specifically target women and girls to strengthen accountability.

To be a credible actor, UN Women needs to be predictable to better serve women and girls in humanitarian settings. This requires UN Women to commit to what it will do in crises (what, when and how). The decision on what to prioritize should be informed by humanitarian needs, UN Women’s comparative advantages and gaps in the system-wide response.

Recommendation 1.1: UN Women should review its Humanitarian Strategy and develop a complementary and detailed resource mobilization
strategy to leverage opportunities at the country level (Humanitarian Needs Overview/Humanitarian Response Plans) and with key donors.

UN Women may need to revise its HACRO Humanitarian Strategy based on a revised theory of change and develop a resource mobilization strategy that is consistent with these priorities and effective HA.

Recommendation 1.2: UN Women should conduct internal annual reviews of gender in humanitarian action and/or gender equality and the empowerment of women in humanitarian action to analyse how strategies are contributing to demonstrable results.

This could include assessing changes in coordination; the adoption and use of proven approaches and models; and strengthening leadership, accountability and technical capacity in relation to GEWE.

UN Women should prioritize global partnerships with OCHA and UNHCR which could help to define a core package of services that UN Women could commit to delivering in (predefined) humanitarian contexts. Given their coordination roles, OCHA and UNHCR could then promote this “package” in other responses.

UN Women should continue to clarify and expand its partnership with UNFPA, recognizing each agency’s contribution and how they build on and support each other in emergency contexts. This should go beyond agreements related to gender-based violence (GBV) referrals, psychosocial support and prevention of GBV, as currently agreed. A memorandum of understanding should be signed between both organizations and guidance should be developed to clearly outline roles and responsibilities of both agencies and in all contexts. A joint team of focal points could be established to travel to selected countries, clarify issues and work collaboratively.

An enhanced partnership with UNICEF could also be considered as there are some understandable overlaps between the two organizations. UN Women should work towards an agreement that illustrates how UN Women and UNICEF complement each other in different humanitarian contexts. This agreement should also provide details of how each organization would lead on issues affecting women and girls.

Recommendation 3 requires that UN Women and corresponding partners such as OCHA, UNHCR and UNFPA mutually engage at the highest level to secure the necessary commitments and sufficient specificity as to what, how and when they will collaborate to guide implementation on the ground.
**RECOMMENDATION 4**

UN Women should increase its effectiveness and impact in humanitarian action by better linking the Entity’s work to system-wide responses, while minimizing programming that is not conducted in partnership or that does not have broader strategic importance.

Due to its limited size and scale, UN Women should seek to increase its reach by better linking to system-wide responses, for example, rolling out the Inter-Agency Standing Committee Accountability Framework on Gender Equality and the Empowerment of Women in Humanitarian Action; integrating gender-responsive programming throughout the humanitarian programme cycle; and promoting women and girls’ participation from the initial assessment stage to management, implementation and assessment. From this, UN Women can promote accountability and learning and further focus on enabling outcome-centred response planning and improved Humanitarian Needs Overview/Humanitarian Response Plan processes.
2. BACKGROUND

2.1 Context

In 2018, more than 134 million people were in need of HA, and US$ 25 billion in funding was required to respond to these needs. The need for HA is rising and crises are becoming more protracted and increasingly complex. Almost a quarter of the world’s population lives in places affected by protracted crises and conflicts.2 Conflicts are becoming more intractable and increasingly regionalized. Historical responses that included a sudden acute disaster with a relatively swift recovery period no longer apply to the majority of current crises, which are more often marked by relapses and difficult, complex paths to recovery.

Effective HA ensures that women and girls’ needs are at the forefront of any response and that they can provide meaningful leadership in decision-making.3 Two decades ago, the Inter-Agency Standing Committee (IASC) recognized that gender-sensitive HA could mitigate the adverse effects of emergencies and disasters for affected populations and could have a greater impact for positive change in gender roles.4 The resulting IASC Policy Statement on Gender Equality established responsibilities for the Humanitarian Country Team (HCT) and defined specific actions actors should take to ensure that gender equality is integrated into all aspects of humanitarian response and interagency efforts.5 It called on humanitarian actors to strengthen the ways they promote and protect the human rights of women, girls, boys and men. This, and related efforts, have resulted in the development of gender equality strategies across UN agencies, NGOs and donors.

A similar focus evolved in relation to Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR). The Hyogo Framework for Action 2005–2015: Building the Resilience of Nations and Communities to Disasters (HFA),6 the first global plan for DRR, emphasized the importance of gender integration into all disaster risk management policies, plans and decision-making processes, including those related to risk assessment, early warning, information management, and education and training.

While these international policy developments are positive, a great deal of inconsistency remains in how humanitarian actors address issues of GEWE during a response.7 Although GEWE emerged as an overarching theme in the World Humanitarian Summit (WHS), women’s representation in decision-making and leadership roles remains low.8

---

4 The IASC committed to formulating strategies to ensure that gender issues are brought into the mainstream; ensuring data is disaggregated by sex and age and that a gender perspective is included in analysis; developing capacity for systematic gender mainstreaming in programmes, policies, actions and training; and ensuring reporting and accountability mechanisms for activities and results in gender mainstreaming within the UN and its partners, such as incentives, performance evaluations, budget allocation analysis and actions for redressing staff imbalance.


In 2017, UN Women's Humanitarian Action and Crisis Response Office (HACRO) was established as a separate office under the Policy and Programme Directorate, in recognition of the expanding humanitarian portfolio, replacing the Humanitarian Unit established in 2014.

Between 2011 and 2017, the HA portfolio grew by 700 per cent from US$ 3.4 million to US$ 27.2 million, and from 4 to 43 countries.11 This growth has accelerated in the last few years: from 2016 to 2018 UN Women’s humanitarian budget increased by US$ 2,873,653 (a 14 per cent increase). In 2018, UN Women funded humanitarian activities in 27 per cent of the countries in which it has a presence (25 countries in total).12 This growth was achieved almost entirely through non-core resources, related to direct contributions for specific activities. Between 2016 and 2018, 94–96 per cent of UN Women's HA portfolio came from non-core resources.

The figures in Table 1 are based on the UN Women Development Results Framework database on HA which includes indicative figures (not certified figures) available in the UN Women results management system (RMS). It does not include any resources allocated to headquarters units or organizational effectiveness and efficiency outputs.


12 These figures are taken from the Terms of Reference for the Corporate Thematic Evaluation of UN Women’s Contribution to Humanitarian Action. Preliminary analysis during the inception phase highlighted the issue of consistency in reporting of financial data in relation to humanitarian action by COs, and a lack of comparable financial data in the period 2011–2014. This is echoed in the UN Women Humanitarian Programmes Review 2014, which identified US$3,127,939 of humanitarian funding reported by three COs, with a further US$3.5 million for Mali that was reported as covering a four-year window and therefore unable to be attributed to a specific period. UN Women (2018) “Corporate Thematic Evaluation of UN Women’s Contribution to Humanitarian Action.” Page 2.

While this growth is significant, the reliance on non-core resources and with the resources available for HA, the Entity remains a smaller actor in this area. For instance, WFP’s budget for 2016 was US$ 4.4 billion, UNHCR had US$ 3.9 billion and UNICEF US$ 1.6 billion. While this is understandable given the time period and growth, it suggests there is limited clarity of UN Women’s role in HA, how and if the Entity can provide direct services, partner with other organizations, and/or support individual actors and the system as a whole as it strives to integrate GEWE in all aspects of HA.

In addition, UN Women’s approach to HA goes beyond direct response and towards the transformative benefits of GEWE. By 2018, UN Women’s contributions to HA included crisis prevention, preparedness and responses to reduce vulnerabilities, address risks, promote resilience and leverage women’s leadership across the humanitarian–development nexus. Contributions included normative work to assist Member States and the United Nations in developing and implementing policies; coordination across the UN system and the humanitarian community, including during humanitarian responses; and through various levels of programming during responses. This “tripartite approach” is central to UN Women’s work and yet makes its efforts more complex than many traditional humanitarian actors. 14

UN Women’s normative efforts focus on ensuring that gender responsiveness is incorporated into relevant frameworks, policies and other international instruments. This work has been extensive. UN Women co-chairs and has served as the Secretariat of the Gender Reference Group in Humanitarian Action (GRG) under IASC since 2013. In this role, UN Women and the GRG undertook a review of IASC delivery on its 2008 Gender Equality in Humanitarian Action Policy Statement in 2015, which noted inconsistencies in the application and prioritization of commitments. 15 In 2017, UN Women set out to develop a new IASC Gender Equality and Empowerment of Women and Girls in Humanitarian Action Policy, which reflected major developments in humanitarian normative priorities. Based on the revised policy, the GRG developed a Gender Accountability Framework 16 that captures, monitors and measures the performance of IASC bodies in undertaking their roles and responsibilities as set out in the policy. In April 2018, with funding from European Civil Protection and Humanitarian Aid Operations (ECHO), the GRG launched the revised IASC Gender Handbook for Humanitarian Action to provide guidance to frontline humanitarian workers on integrating GEWE throughout the humanitarian programme cycle. 17

UN Women was an important contributor to the 2016 WHS and resulting “Grand Bargain.” 18 UN Women co-convened a high-level roundtable on “Women and Girls: Catalysing Action to Achieve Gender Equality,” that resulted in five core commitments related to GEWE:


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>DRF (core)</th>
<th>DRF (non-core available)</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Non-core/sum of core and non-core (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>$ 951,133.00</td>
<td>$ 15,741,293.00</td>
<td>$ 16,692,424.00</td>
<td>94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>$ 726,432.00</td>
<td>$ 19,768,202.00</td>
<td>$ 20,494,634.00</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>$ 892,984.00</td>
<td>$ 17,948,201.81</td>
<td>$ 18,841,187.81</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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2.3 UN reform and a new way of working for humanitarian action (HA)

The adoption of General Assembly resolution 72/279 on 31 May 2018 launched one of the most comprehensive transformations of the UN Development System (UNDS) and included seven key areas for transformation.20

The gap between normative commitments and action in GEWE was recognized by the UN Secretary-General and the 2030 “Agenda for Humanity” through:

(i) A strong focus on addressing those left furthest behind.

(ii) A call for accountability across the UN system at country, regional and global levels for collective outcomes.

(iii) A focus on implementation of norms and standards, data collection and analysis.21

The WHS set the stage for the 2030 Agenda for Humanity by establishing the five core responsibilities that are needed to address and reduce humanitarian need, risk and vulnerability, and the 24 key transformations that will help to achieve this. The WHS confirmed

UN Women’s operational work on HA and crisis response is implemented through two Flagship Initiatives: Women’s Leadership, Empowerment, Access and Protection (LEAP) and Gender Inequality of Risk and Promoting Community Resilience to Natural Hazards in a Changing Climate (GIR). GIR only represents a small part of UN Women’s DRR portfolio as the GIR has not been funded except for a pilot in the Solomon Islands. Under crisis response, UN Women works in complex humanitarian contexts with the overall goal of restoring dignity and promoting the resilience of female-headed households and women in vulnerable households, as well as providing sustainable solutions for refugees. This includes the Women’s Peace and Humanitarian Fund (WPHF), a flexible global pooled funding mechanism to increase financing for women’s participation, leadership and empowerment in both HA and peace and security settings. It which provides direct support to the capacity of local women to respond to crises and emergencies. 19

Under crisis prevention, preparedness and DRR, UN Women partners with UNISDR and IFRC to address the disproportional effects and impacts of climate-related disasters on women and girls. This programme focuses on addressing the gender inequality of risk and promotes community resilience. It aims to make GEWE central for coordinated, effective HA and crisis response, focusing on increasing individual and collective resilience through work on the humanitarian–peace–development nexus.

20 UN General Assembly Resolution 72/279 on 31 May 2018. The seven key areas of transformation include: 1) Context appropriate, demand-driven, skilled UN Country Teams (UNCTs); 2) A reinvigorated Resident Coordinator (RC) system with stronger capacity, leadership, accountability and impartiality; 3) A coordinated, reprofiled and restructured regional approach better supporting work on the ground; 4) Renewed spaces for Member States to guide system-wide actions and ensure greater coherence, transparency and accountability for results, supported by independent system-wide evaluations; 5) A stronger UN institutional response and system-wide approach to partnerships for the 2030 Agenda; 6) A Funding Compact to bring better quality, quantity and predictability of resources; and 7) Concrete steps to accelerate the system’s alignment to the 2030 Agenda. UN General Assembly (2018). “General Assembly Resolution A/RES/72/279” on the repositioning of the United Nations development system. https://un.org/me/UNDS_repositioning/20180604_Annex%202%20Summary%20of%20key%20 mandates%20Resolution%20UNDS%20repositioning%20June%202018.pdf


that “gender equality, the fulfilment of women and girls’ human rights and their empowerment in political, humanitarian, and development spheres is a universal responsibility...they are pivotal to sustaining conflict prevention and resolution, peacebuilding and building resilient communities.” The WHS provided a platform for commitments in support of GEWE and a further opportunity for tracking progress in this area.

The New Way of Working (N WOW) was also established to ensure progress towards the 2030 Agenda for Humanity. It entails working over many years, based on the comparative advantage of a diverse range of actors, including those outside the UN system, towards collective outcomes and, wherever possible, strengthening capacities that exist at national and local levels.

For UN Women’s work, NWOW presents an opportunity to provide guidance on how to track progress on gender commitments. Recent studies advocate a holistic response to the “leave no one behind” pledge that considers the severity and overlaps between different types of deprivation and disadvantages. Intersectionality of vulnerability should be taken into account to understand who and why people face multiple compounding and/or severe disadvantages by assessing the disparities and shortfalls in achievements across geographic contexts and between people and groups, e.g. men and women, persons with/without disabilities, linguistic minorities, and marginalized cultural and religious groups etc.

UN Women established an Interdivisional Task Force on Change Management (ITDF) in November 2018 to analyse the implications of UNDS repositioning for the Entity and to develop a plan to respond to the demands of the 2030 Agenda, the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and UN reform. The IDTF’s objectives include enhancing the connection between normative, coordination and operational work, and ensuring that structures better respond to the needs of in-country and regional responses. The IDTF will assess UN Women’s role in relation to the SDGs and UN reform. This will provide strategic considerations for UN Women’s Strategic Plan mid-term review (2018–2021).

2.4 Evaluation objectives, scope and audience

This corporate thematic evaluation assesses UN Women’s contribution to HA at global, regional and country levels, and the extent to which this contribution has been made in line with rights-based approaches and gender equality principles.

The evaluation will inform UN Women’s strategic decisions regarding its approach to HA and is expected to feed into UN Women’s efforts to promote GEWE in the context of NWOW, UN reform, the 2030 Agenda for Humanity, UN Common Guidance on Resilience and the commitment to leave no one behind.

The evaluation’s objectives were to:

- Assess the relevance/appropriateness of UN Women’s HA work across its tripartite mandate (normative, coordination, operational) in addressing local needs and priorities, and in increasing ownership and accountability for integrating gender into HA.
- Assess the effectiveness and efficiency of UN Women’s contributions in prevention, preparedness, response, recovery and resilience building.
- Assess the extent to which UN Women’s interventions are connected to longer-term and development efforts and support sustainable approaches to recovery and DRR.
- Analyse how the human rights approach and gender equality principles are integrated in HA areas of work.


24 This was pointed out in a recent report: UN Women (2017). “Self-Report for 2017 on World Humanitarian Summit Commitments and Initiatives.”


26 Included in both NWOW and the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, 193 UN Member States pledged to ensure “no one will be left behind” and to “endeavor to reach the furthest behind first.”
• Identify and validate innovations and an optimal set of services, as well as lessons learned and good practice examples in UN Women’s humanitarian work.

• Provide actionable recommendations to solidify UN Women’s niche in HA.

The evaluation’s scope was from 2014 to present, with a brief review of the work from 2011 to 2013.

2.5 Methodology

The evaluation is formative with a utilization-focused approach. This includes issues and examples that may inform how and when UN Women plays a significant role in HA and linkages between its three organizational levels (global, regional and country) and the three dimensions of its mandate (normative, coordination and operational/programming).

27 Deriving from “Utilization-Focused Evaluation” developed by Michael Quinn Patton, an approach based on the principle that an evaluation should be judged on its usefulness to its intended users. https://www.betterevaluation.org/en/plan/approach/utilization-focused_evaluation
FIGURE 3: Theory of change to guide the evaluation

GOAL/IMPACT: UN Women’s normative, coordination and operational work in humanitarian action increases gender equality, meets the needs of women and girls in crisis, and empowers women and girls. It is expected that all of these contribute to more effective and principled humanitarian action.

ASSESS OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS:
- To what extent is UN Women effective in integrating gender equality and women’s empowerment in humanitarian action through its normative, coordination and operational work? (EQ 4.0)
- What are the enabling and limiting factors (internal and external) that contribute to the achievement of results? (EQ 8.0)

ASSESS HOW ACTIVITIES PERFORM IN RELATION TO EXPECTED OUTCOMES
This includes identification/assessment of best/emerging practices, adherence to humanitarian principles, an assessment of probability of success/potential for impact, and risks and opportunities

Relevance: Assess relevance of different activities to expected outcome. Includes evaluation question: Is UN Women’s work relevant to making humanitarian action more gender responsive? (EQ 1.0)

Inputs required to achieve activities, including resource mobilization strategies, knowledge/comparative advantages, human resources, structures and systems, etc. This includes the efficiency evaluation question: “Do UN Women’s institutional arrangements and mechanisms support efficient, timely humanitarian response?” (EQ 9.0)
The evaluation assessed data and information from the estimated 39 countries where UN Women works (or has worked) on HA between 2014 and 2018.

The evaluation was based on a traditional sequence, starting with a theory and progressing to analysis.

As noted in the first box in Figure 2, the theory is twofold in that “UN Women’s normative, coordination and operational work in humanitarian action increases gender equality, meets the needs of women and girls in crisis, and empowers women and girls” and that this “contributes to more effective and principled humanitarian action.” In brief, the theory is the same as UN Women’s goal. The evaluation assessed how and to what extent the theory was true.

The primary framework for testing and assessing this was through a theory of change. The theory of change shows how different aspects of inputs, activities, outputs, outcomes and expected impact are related and what needs to be assessed to test the theory – mainly how and if different activities achieve stated outcomes and how they contribute to the expected goal/impact.

Based on this theory of change, the evaluation team formulated evaluation questions (see Annex 5). The analytical framework, data collection tools and analytical tools described in the Inception Phase Report established the ways in which these questions were answered. For more on the methodology, approach and tools please refer to the Inception Phase Report (Annex 2).

2.6 Sources

To assess the theory of change and answer the ensuing evaluation questions, the evaluation drew from a range of sources, including: a wide range of UN Women and other documents (see Annex 16); the expertise of the evaluation team itself; and a number of independent sources. This included qualitative data during the five field missions to Cameroon, Bangladesh, Colombia, South Sudan and Jordan, as well as the two missions to UN Women headquarters in New York (during both inception and data collection phases) and one mission to Geneva.
These missions resulted in a total of 461 semi-structured interviews and group discussions.

A breakdown of the interviews by gender, cohort and interview type is provided in Table 2. During the five field missions, group discussions were held with affected populations and, in some cases, implementing partners. A total of 136 people participated in the focus group discussions.

The evaluation also included additional primary data sources:

- **Survey**: A survey was distributed to a total of 680 stakeholders, of which 221 responded (33 per cent response rate). A summary of the survey findings is provided in Annex 9.

- **Self-assessment questionnaire**: The questionnaire was completed by all six of UN Women’s regional humanitarian advisers. It included mostly open-ended questions, allowing respondents to provide their input on each topic. Responses were analysed for trends and common issues.
• **Portfolio review:** An assessment of UN Women’s humanitarian portfolio was undertaken, involving extensive document review and analysis of financial data for 39 countries. The portfolio review included UN Women activities, partnerships and investment in HA from 2014 to 2018, with financial analysis from 2016 to 2018, when such information was available. The results of the portfolio review are included in Annex 12.

2.7 **Thematic case study country selection**

Thematic case studies were conducted to inform key aspects of the evaluation’s analysis. These included:

- **Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) and Resilience.**
- **Humanitarian response and chronic humanitarian situations** resulting from conflict and forced migration.
- UN Women’s **partnerships with key UN agencies and INGOs** in HA.
- UN Women’s efforts to promote gender equality in HA work through its **normative and coordination work at headquarters level.**

2.8 **Data synthesis and triangulation**

In developing conclusions, the extent of convergence between different sources was assessed. This included primary qualitative/survey data (Q) from the evaluation, documentary evidence (D), examples of UN Women’s work (E) and the subject matter expertise of the evaluation team (S). Each conclusion includes a graphic that shows the completeness of data/information for each area and thus the overall convergence between different evidentiary sources.

This provides a shorthand of how and if all data sources were used. These are summarized as being either Grey (no data), Amber (some data), or Green (sufficient data) as below:

![Grey](image1)

This example shows that there is some documentary evidence and sufficient levels of qualitative/survey and subject matter expertise to support the conclusion, but not enough relevant examples to support a conclusion.

![Amber](image2)

This example shows that there is sufficient documentary evidence, sufficient levels of survey/qualitative data, but some disagreement between subject matter experts and limited examples relevant to the conclusion.

2.9 **Ethics, gender equality and human rights**

The evaluation adhered to OECD-DAC standards, ALNAP guidance, and UNEG norms and standards. The evaluation followed UN Women’s Evaluation Policy and UN Women’s Evaluation Handbook. It was conducted in full adherence with UNEG norms and standards and UNEG agreed ethical guidelines which seek to ensure overall credibility and responsible use of power and resources. In line with UN Women’s Evaluation Policy principles for a gender-responsive evaluation, the evaluation strived to identify innovation and to promote

---


inclusion and a fair balance of power between all groups and individuals.

The evaluation included a gender-responsive approach, promoting accountability towards commitments of gender equality, women’s rights and the empowerment of women in all aspects of the process. This has informed both what the evaluation has examined and the way in which the evaluation was conducted. The evaluation included a human rights-based approach that was informed by feminist theory.

2.10 Limitations

The evaluation encountered some limitations that account for how the evaluation analysed and treated different subjects.

UN Women’s humanitarian work includes components more usually associated with development programming, limiting a precise delineation between humanitarian and development activities. UN Women’s contributions to HA include activities across the humanitarian–development nexus. UN Women’s work in the humanitarian–peace–development nexus also explains the challenge of drawing boundaries between different types of activities. This limited standard evaluative approaches that could assess an established set of activities against stated goals (outcome and impact). The evaluation team therefore chose to be exploratory and understand the narratives around UN Women’s contribution to HA. This enabled an assessment of UN Women’s activities and how they can contribute to UN Women’s future HA work. At the same time, the evaluation provides analysis that could help to provide clearer definitions, linkages and a strategic approach for UN Women’s future contributions to HA.

Relevant data prior to 2016 was limited. Verifiable financial data could not be provided for the years 2011–2015. This financial data lacked sufficient detail to determine if activities were part of the humanitarian or peace and security portfolios. Nonetheless, this data is presented prima facie with explanations of its limitations.

While each field mission included site visits to UN Women supported activities, these were based on availability and logistics rather than sampling. The evaluation did not have a comprehensive list of all such activities. This prevented a representative sample of activities and may have included a selection bias. Other analysis suggests the lack of a coherent strategic approach to UN Women supported programmes at the country level, therefore a representative sample may not have been relevant. The evaluation compared these activities with results from the evaluation’s portfolio analysis and other sources to determine relevant trends.

Cohorts/respondents for semi-structured interviews and focus group discussions were not representative given that interviewees were sometimes based on last-minute availability and other scheduling issues at the country level. This prevented standard approaches to qualitative data trend analysis. Perspectives and comments from semi-structured interviews were assessed according to how they corresponded with or contradicted other sources, e.g. relevant documentation. This is indicated throughout the report when such evidence is cited.
3. FINDINGS

3.1 Relevance

Is UN Women’s work relevant in making humanitarian action more gender-responsive? 13

**FINDING 1:**

Gender equality and women’s empowerment are essential for effective humanitarian action. Most stakeholders recognize that UN Women is a key actor providing clear, practical and evidence-based guidance for gender equality and women’s empowerment in humanitarian action and that the Entity ensures these issues are both integrated effectively and consistently in all humanitarian responses. UN Women’s normative work has proven to be particularly relevant to these efforts.

GEWE is repeatedly identified as critical for enabling efficient, effective and sustainable HA. This includes some of the most commonly cited policies and guidelines: the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) and Recommendation 37 on gender-related dimensions of DRR in the context of climate change; IASC GEEWG Policy and Accountability Framework (2017); GiHA Handbook (2018); joint publication of Gender Responsive Disaster Recovery with the World Bank; Security Council Resolution 1325 and its subsequent resolutions on Women, Peace and Security; Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction; Call to Action on Protection from Gender-Based Violence in Emergencies; and the creation of the Friends of Gender Group for the Grand Bargain.

Donors are also pushing for GEWE to be essential in HA. For instance, SIDA’s Gender Tool Box states at the outset:

> There is an increasing recognition amongst humanitarian actors of the urgency to ensure that the different needs of women, girls, men and boys are taken into account and included in all humanitarian assistance. Failure to do so hampers an effective humanitarian response and may put beneficiaries’ lives at risk. 35

The IASC, the primary mechanism for inter-agency coordination of HA, issued the 2008 Policy Statement on Gender Equality in Humanitarian Action which was designed to ensure that gender is adequately mainstreamed in humanitarian responses. The 2015 Review of IASC 2008 Policy Statement on Gender Equality in Humanitarian Action cites UN Women’s role in this, with the Entity’s particular focus on “providing clear, practical and evidence-based normative standards (guidance) and using its coordination mandate and field presence to ensure it is incorporated in an effective, consistent, and practical manner.” 34


UN Women’s role in humanitarian action relevant to ensuring humanitarian action is more gender responsive? (1.0)

(Survey Question)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>UN Women</th>
<th>Others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not at all</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significantly</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completely</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UN Women to provide practical solutions to the operational dilemmas often faced in complex humanitarian contexts, either through its own experiment or through its partnership and normative work in various contexts. As an example, the IASC Gender Handbook was cited as useful, but that more was needed, e.g. specific and concrete examples of how to operationalize this guidance and integrate it into each sector. The UNICEF Regional Office in South Asia has developed a guidance document titled “Enhancing Gender in Humanitarian Response” that explains key gender issues for each sector and provides specific actions that can be taken by the sector to address these issues; and while not significantly different from the IASC Gender Handbook, it stands as an example of how guidance can be adapted by different actors.

In response, UN Women has developed a range of approaches to meet these needs (see Table 3), which are explored throughout the evaluation.

The evaluation’s portfolio review identified a number of other examples. In the Occupied Palestinian Territories (oPt), UN Women and OCHA have established ongoing training with gender focal points from all clusters on mainstreaming gender in the humanitarian programme cycle, as well as training-of-trainer sessions on the Gender and Age Marker (GAM) with gender focal points. According to the 2017 Country Portfolio
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Evaluation, these efforts helped to “achieve coordination around gender in humanitarian areas” and “the technical support and capacity strengthening by UN Women … has allowed them to keep a stronger gender focus in design and programming.”

There are other examples in Nepal, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Vietnam and Myanmar.

In Myanmar, UN Women has recently published a Gender Profile for Humanitarian Action, developed in collaboration with stakeholders from the UN, INGOs, NGOs and civil society organizations (CSOs). This Gender Profile details the current context in crisis settings in Rakhine, northern Shan and Kachin states, and the respective gender issues, needs and gaps. The Gender Profile identifies current and past efforts to address these issues by the humanitarian community and sets out practical goals and recommendations. This assessment was endorsed by the Inter-Cluster Coordination Group and incorporated an analysis of the most vulnerable and marginalized groups, including older people, people with disabilities, children (especially unaccompanied or separated), adolescents, female-headed households, single women, pregnant and lactating women, single parents, ethnic/religious minorities, and people of diverse gender identities and sexual orientations – Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Intersex and Queer (LGBTIQ).

### 3.2 Appropriateness

To what extent does UN Women tailor its approach to the needs of girls and women in country responses and global forums?  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identified gap/need</th>
<th>UN Women’s approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender still not seen as a priority</td>
<td>Advocacy (normative and coordination)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender not integrated into programming</td>
<td>Programming in HA (pilots and Gender Handbook in Humanitarian Action)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical assistance (gender focal points)</td>
<td>Capacity building and training to address gaps in gender-based approaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaps in data</td>
<td>PDNA (Nepal, Somalia, India) and gender alerts (IASC- Ebola, Nepal), situation analysis (i.e. Profile of Venezuelan migrant women)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaps incorporating specific barriers and needs that affect women and girls in planning/programming</td>
<td>Advocacy (coordination), research and capacity building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited participation of women and girls in decision-making and solutions</td>
<td>Work with women’s organizations and women (e.g. mediators)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEAP (empowerment)</td>
<td>Advocacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of targeted investment in women</td>
<td>Advocacy (e.g. UN Multi-Partner Trust Fund 30% target for projects/results, Colombia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of accountability on gender by humanitarian actors</td>
<td>Development of IASC Accountability Framework, oversight of gender equality for funding distribution (Iraq, Colombia)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FINDING 2:**

In relation to global forums, UN Women has made significant contributions to various policies, frameworks and initiatives. As regards to specific country responses, UN Women has not consistently tailored its country-level programming to the needs of women and girls. However, UN Women’s experience in both areas provides examples of how to tailor approaches to women and girls’ needs.

---


Country-level response

The Humanitarian Programme Cycle, including the Humanitarian Needs Overview (HNO) and Humanitarian Response Plans (HRPs), are the primary tools through which the context, needs and priorities of affected populations are determined and how different actors respond. This includes needs assessments and analysis, strategic response planning, resource mobilization, implementation and monitoring, and operational reviews and evaluations. This approach is based on IASC principles and expects to achieve:

- Stronger emphasis on the needs of affected people.
- Improved targeting of the most vulnerable.
- Increased funding for humanitarian priorities.
- Greater accountability of humanitarian actors and donors for collective results.

In 2018, UN Women was included in 8 of 27 HRPs (see Table 4).

Table 4 shows that the number of countries where UN Women is included in the appeal has declined. This is in real terms as well as a percentage of HRPs, with UN Women being included in 39 per cent of the 41 appeals in 2016 and 29 per cent in 2018. UN Women’s presence in HRP appeals has also declined, from 16 in 2016 to 8 in 2018.

As many respondents noted, the absence of UN Women from these standard coordination mechanisms can limit both the Entity’s capacity to influence actors and promote the best aspects of GEWE, but also implies that humanitarian actors simply don’t have exposure to UN Women and how the Entity can support a response. The HRPs and the broader Humanitarian Programme Cycle are the primary mechanisms where the “appropriateness” of a response is determined. As noted elsewhere, UN Women has supported international actors as they shape policies and guidelines that include GEWE and this, of course, contributes to how various humanitarian actors respond. Yet, UN Women’s mandate, especially its coordination and programming roles, suggests the need for a significant ‘in-country’ presence to provide, as the IASC states, “clear, practical and evidence-based normative standards (guidance) and to use its coordination mandate and field

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 4: UN Women’s presence in Humanitarian Response Plans from the evaluation’s portfolio review</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of countries with HRP appeals</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Countries with HRP where UNW has presence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Countries with HRP where UNW has HA budget</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of countries where UNW is included in the appeal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNW total funds requested in appeals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average size of UNW ask as % of total appeal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of appeals where UNW received funding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNW total funds received from appeals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of UNW appeal funded</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

44 Ibid.
45 This figure represents the number of countries covered by HRPs, not the total number of plans, i.e. the Syria 3RP includes five countries plus a regional appeal. The number of HRPs and amounts are calculated at country level for comparability with UN Women budgets.
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In terms of direct support, UN Women’s programming activities reach less than 1 per cent of populations targeted by HRPs in the 10 largest humanitarian responses in 2018 (see Table 5). UN Women is constrained by its reliance on non-core funding for the types of activities it leads. This can lead to an impression that these activities are “discrete,” without tangential links to other activities in the country, to UN Women’s global normative and coordination work, and to broader strategies and goals. In fact, many respondents described these activities as “pilots” and yet this could reflect the limitations in quality that emerge and as not adequately capturing the immediate benefits and opportunities associated with these activities. However, these activities are benefiting many people, especially girls and women, and even if “small” in relation to broader responses, they have often resulted in links with new partners and activities further along the humanitarian–development nexus.

In 2018, UN Women funded HA activities in 27 per cent of the countries in which it has a presence (25 countries in total).47 Fourteen countries, or 15 per cent, had HA budgets over US$ 500,000.48 This compares with 28 countries that had active HRPs with average appeal amounts of US$ 963,273,184. Of the three countries with the largest HRP appeals in 2018 (Yemen, Lebanon and Turkey), UN Women’s HA budgets accounted for 0.03 per cent of the appeal in Yemen, 0.06 per cent of

**TABLE 5:** UN Women direct beneficiaries as related to humanitarian action in 2018

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Funding required (US$)1</th>
<th>Total # of persons targeted by HRP2</th>
<th># UN Women direct beneficiaries1</th>
<th>Women and girls</th>
<th>Men and boys</th>
<th>% of target population assisted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yemen</td>
<td>3,108,067,800</td>
<td>13,100,000</td>
<td>3,836</td>
<td>3,836</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.026%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebanon (Syria 3RP)</td>
<td>2,291,098,474</td>
<td>2,505,000</td>
<td>2,185</td>
<td>2,150</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.087%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey (Syria 3RP)</td>
<td>1,743,677,229</td>
<td>5,120,814</td>
<td>4,950</td>
<td>4,950</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.097%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Sudan</td>
<td>1,717,890,485</td>
<td>6,000,000</td>
<td>4,500</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>0.075%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democratic Republic of the Congo</td>
<td>1,675,200,000</td>
<td>10,500,000</td>
<td>392</td>
<td>392</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.004%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somalia</td>
<td>1,542,514,570</td>
<td>5,400,000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.000%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>1,177,218,620</td>
<td>7,880,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.013%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>1,047,768,587</td>
<td>6,100,000</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.007%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan (Syria 3RP)*</td>
<td>1,043,346,938</td>
<td>1,900,000</td>
<td>8,360</td>
<td>7,524</td>
<td>836</td>
<td>0.440%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td>1,007,555,093</td>
<td>4,300,000</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>0.022%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* This is based on the Syria 3RP; not the Jordan Response Plan which entails a different process than those typical of HNO/HRP processes.
2 Ibid.
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the appeal in Lebanon, and 0.16 per cent of the appeal in Turkey.49 This is not meant to imply that UN Women’s contributions, in comparison, were not significant. As noted elsewhere, UN Women has proven to be effective in different activities and, given its tripartite approach, in some cases programming informs and is informed by UN Women’s broader coordination and normative work.

However, these levels of contributions do signal that UN Women’s reliance on non-core funding and, at a very basic level, its activities at the country level are small in scale and this may limit its capacity to have broader influence on important coordination mechanisms (see Table 1 in Section 2.2). “ Appropriateness” implies that humanitarian actors tailor their activities to local needs, increasing ownership and accountability, which is typically achieved through the HNO/HRP process. This could be based on the size of the response and people in need, as described in this section, or through an assessment of all humanitarian responses with targets where GEWE issues are not addressed adequately or where the needs of girls and women are particularly pronounced.

UN Women’s absence in HRPs does not imply that GEWE is not being addressed properly, either in the 8 HRPs where the Entity had a presence in 2018 or in the 19 where it did not. However, being part of the appeal, being a member of the HCT, and being involved in the clusters, could facilitate UN Women’s work with humanitarian actors to ensure that the response is appropriate to the needs of girls and women.

Since 2016, UN Women has focused on providing technical support and capacity building activities (see Table 6 for a list of common examples).

Based on a review of the type of work included as “technical support,” this tended to be work with government entities on policies, systems and approaches to HA in their respective countries. For instance, UN Women worked with the Ministry of Planning and International Cooperation in Jordan as they developed their national Humanitarian Response Plan, the Jordan Response Plan. In South Sudan, UN Women worked with the Ministry of Gender, Child and Social Welfare to increase the participation of civil society groups in the post-emergency context.

“Capacity building” has tended to focus on government entities, civil society and INGOs in integrating GEWE into DRR policies and frameworks. In 2018 alone, UN Women Country Offices trained over 1,250 personnel in gender and HA. In Bangladesh, UN Women has worked with the Ministry of Women and Children’s Affairs, UNDP and UNOPS to create a National Resilience Programme that includes tools and frameworks to address the resilience of girls and women. These and other examples illustrate that most of UN Women’s technical assistance and capacity development work is more in alignment with the development side of the humanitarian–development nexus.

---

49 This doesn’t include the JRP for the Rohingya Response in Bangladesh, which was US$950.8 million. UN Women received US$1.36 million under this JRP.

---

**TABLE 6:**
Most common UN Women activities 2016–2018

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of activity reported</th>
<th># of countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical support</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity building (HA)</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGBV prevention &amp; response</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Livelihoods</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordination</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRR*</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Note: DRR activities include response, preparedness, normative and capacity building.
including with government entities and civil society and in regard to normative work that can and should influence the response, but has limited bearing on programming. This strengthens the “appropriateness” of other actors’ work in HA to integrate the gender equality perspective into the response.

**Global forums**

In the UN Women Humanitarian Strategy (2014–2017), UN Women committed to supporting existing system-wide coordination efforts for gender-responsive HA at the global level through IASC, as well as at regional and national levels.

This strategy aligns with respondents’ views about how UN Women’s work supports the appropriateness of a response. Most respondents rated this as “completely” important. These ratings were even stronger when asked if UN Women should ensure that gender is integrated throughout all stages of humanitarian assessments, planning, implementation, and monitoring (see Figure 8). Similar trends exist for all areas assessed by the evaluation survey regarding UN Women’s role in HA.

Respondents both in the survey and semi-structured interviews cited examples of how UN Women’s participation in intergovernmental forums have improved to address the needs of girls and women. This includes UN Women’s engagement in the WHS, the Grand Bargain Friends of Gender Group and the Global Platform for DRR, among others. In these forums, UN Women demonstrated how GEWE can be included in specific policies and frameworks. In fact, many respondents cited UN Women’s particular expertise in forming consensus around GEWE issues. At the country level, UN Women has used national structures, such as protection clusters, as a means to support coordination and implementation of gender-responsive normative frameworks, e.g. training on the gender marker.

Many respondents positively rated how UN Women focuses its efforts in the right areas to ensure gender-responsive HA, with 59 per cent of UN Women staff and 39 per cent of non-UN Women stakeholders rating this “significantly” and “completely” effective. However, over 25 per cent do not see this so positively, which may be due to the perception that some of UN Women’s interventions at the country level are seen as providing “on the ground” experience that can inform UN Women’s normative work as a basis for innovative approaches. Yet, these interventions are not always scalable to demonstrate viable effectiveness. This may also be due to the funding context, including UN Women’s reliance on short-term funding.

---

**FIGURE 7:**
Importance of providing gender expertise to field level humanitarian coordination mechanisms
(Survey Question)

**FIGURE 8:**
Importance of ensuring that gender is integrated throughout all stages of humanitarian assessments, planning, implementation and monitoring
(Survey Question)
3-3 Connectedness and sustainability

How successful has UN Women been in designing and implementing its humanitarian work to contribute to longer-term development and sustainability, taking into account the humanitarian–development nexus?  

**FINDING 3:**

UN Women’s work has tended to include activities that are more aligned with the development side of the humanitarian–development nexus, for example technical assistance and capacity building with governments and civil society. This trend also exists in disaster risk reduction where UN Women’s contributions tend to be focused on normative work and less on how households and communities become more resilient. UN Women has not had a sufficient role in the New Way of Working, nor in the IASC Task Team on Strengthening the Humanitarian–Development Nexus, leading to an inadequate focus on gender equality and women’s empowerment in these forums.

UN Women’s approach to HA, as described in the Humanitarian Strategy, is driven by the overall goal of integrating GEWE into HA at normative, coordination and operational levels. This tripartite approach recognizes the need to look beyond the immediate consequences of an emergency and how to address underlying imbalances of power and how they impact vulnerability. This is a long-term approach that takes into account vulnerabilities before, during and long after a crisis. In fact, many respondents noted that this capacity to work across the development–humanitarian nexus is a key strength for UN Women. By engaging in women’s economic empowerment, leadership, social norm change, GBV prevention, contribution to recovery/peace building/social cohesion/preparedness efforts at both the local and national levels, working closely with governments, law enforcements and CSOs, and in leveraging partnerships with gender advocates across humanitarian actors, UN Women demonstrates its key strengths. The issue is how to balance these activities with those closer to emergency responses.

A significant development in how humanitarian actors address the humanitarian–development nexus concerns the “Commitment to Action” from the 2016 WHS. The Commitment to Action was signed by the UN Secretary-General and the heads of UNICEF, UNHCR, WHO, OCHA, WFP, FAO, UNFPA and UNDP, with the endorsement of the World Bank and the International Organization for Migration. In the same year, members of the International Dialogue on State Building and Peacebuilding, including NGOs, OECD INCAF member states and the United Nations committed to “advancing the Agenda for Humanity, as a way to transcend the divide between humanitarian and development actors to achieve collective outcomes supporting the implementation of the 2030 Agenda in fragile and conflict affected contexts.”

This has led to the NWOW, which acknowledges that greater collaboration, coordination and coherence between humanitarian and development actors must be conducted in a way that respects humanitarian principles. The NWOW has been adopted as part of reform of UNDS and will entail the strengthening of the Resident Coordinator (RC) role and a reconfiguring of UN country presences.

UN Women is not a member of the NWOW group, nor is the Entity part of the Humanitarian–Development Nexus Task Team. Current Humanitarian–Development Nexus Task Team efforts do not include a gender lens, GEWE outcomes or definitions of “collective outcomes” that have been placed at the centre of the commitments and are the concrete and measurable results of the NWOW.

The majority of UN Women’s humanitarian activities concentrate on technical assistance, capacity building

---

50 Connectedness refers to the need to ensure that activities of a short-term emergency nature are carried out in a context that takes longer-term and interconnected problems into account.


52 See the “New Way of Working” website at: [https://www.agendaforhumanity.org/Initiatives/5358](https://www.agendaforhumanity.org/Initiatives/5358)
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Concurrent with the development and implementation of a global framework for DRR, the humanitarian community strengthened its approaches to resilience. Resilience in HA is a way to ensure that people’s longer-term needs are incorporated into immediate HA. It provides both a framework for how people anticipate, withstand and recover from shocks as well as a way to make programmatic links between recovery, development and sustainability. While the subject still tends to be discussed in academic debates, how similar projects are replicated and brought to scale in other contexts.
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its principles are critical for ensuring that humanitarian actors can spot opportunities to build resilience as part of their programming.58

UN Women provided both coordination and normative support to Member States, civil society and UN organizations during the adoption of the 2015 Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction. UN Women has also supported governments in the implementation of the Sendai Framework. For instance, the 2018 “Progress Review and the Way Forward: Gender Equality and Social Inclusion in Implementing the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction in Asia,” is an example that focuses on how countries are approaching the Sendai Framework.

UN Women has been involved in various handbooks and guidance notes related to DRR and resilience. Along with UNISDR, GFDRR, the World Bank and the European Union, UN Women published a guidance note on “Gender Equality and Women’s Empowerment in Disaster Recovery.”59 In 2018, in partnership with UNDP, UN Women published a workshop guide for “Gender and Disaster Risk Reduction in Europe and Central Asia”.60 UN Women also made contributions to the guidelines for “Making Disaster Risk Reduction Gender Sensitive” published by ISDR, UNDP and IUCN.61

UNDP and UN Women have partnered at the regional level, including developing guidance on incorporating gender perspectives in DRR programmes and initiatives, e.g. UNDP Istanbul Regional Hub for Europe and the CIS, and the UN Women Europe and Central Asia Regional Office in 2018.

A partnership with UNISDR and IFRC raised awareness at the global level on gender and DRR.62 The organizations developed the GIR to address the high and unequal risk exposure of women and girls to the impact of climate-related disasters and the detrimental effect this has on their levels of resilience as individuals, as well as their households and wider communities. The collaboration was intended to leverage IFRC’s global and local networks and outreach, UNISDR’s leadership on DRR and UN Women’s expertise on GEWE; however, the programme has not received the anticipated support.

To date, UN Women’s work has demonstrated some success, albeit inconsistent, in both of these streams. Because of UN Women’s reliance on non-core funding and because of the need to then position itself for different resource opportunities, the Entity has tended to be “supply” driven, capitalizing on opportunities as they arise rather than being able to be more coherent and strategic overall (see Table 1 in Section 2.2.) Consequently, UN Women has tended to find most traction in areas where it is recognized as a leader in its global, normative work and in activities closer to development cooperation. As noted throughout this evaluation, both opportunities and needs suggest that UN Women could have a more coherent, strategic and balanced approach to both streams of work in the future.

This may require some refinement of existing flagship programmes and strategies. UN Women’s flagship programmes for HA, LEAP and GIR, the Humanitarian Strategy and the Women’s Peace and Security Fund tend to include broader impact and outcome level indicators that could include “development” or “humanitarian” activities; how they contribute to the value of the tripartite approach; or


how they, collectively, further contribute to country, regional or global strategies. While the LEAP and GIR’s inherent flexibility could allow UN Women to capitalize on a myriad of opportunities, it could also limit the strategic intent of UN Women’s HA programming. In turn, this could lead to less clarity about the specific role of UN Women in HA.

Given this and other analysis presented in the evaluation, UN Women needs a balanced approach to these activities, ensuring that its work is not carried out in isolation and that there are practical ways to make links between its normative, coordination and programming work. Every framework should be linked to a country-level response, grounding it in the operational complexities that humanitarian actors face. This should then in turn inform the global framework or policy, thus ensuring regular and systematic feedback loops. While UN Women may still choose to work on issues closer to the development side of the humanitarian–development nexus, the needs of girls and women are of primary importance to HA and closer to the initial emergency response.

**FINDING 4:**

Partnerships with United Nations organizations in specific country contexts represent the greatest potential for UN Women to link its global normative and coordination work with programming. Working in partnership, especially with OCHA, UNFPA, UNHCR, UNICEF and WFP will ensure that the needs of women and girls are met more effectively, and that gender equality and women’s empowerment are incorporated in an “effective, consistent and practical manner,” both at a scale and scope commensurate with needs.

UN Women recognizes the importance of partnerships. In 30 crisis country contexts, UN Women partnered with 9 INGOs and Red Cross/Crescent Societies and 14 UN agencies, including UNFPA, OCHA, UNDP, UNICEF, UNISDR and WFP. In line with international commitments to localization and promoting women’s leadership in humanitarian contexts, UN Women provided financial and technical support to more than 498 women’s organizations in humanitarian and crisis settings to strengthen their capacities to effectively engage in humanitarian and crisis response and influence strategic prioritization and resource allocation. These efforts were in a context of competition over resources where UN Women’s desire to seek partnerships is often not reciprocated when it comes to funding requirements.

At the global, regional and country level there is not a shared common definition of UN Women’s partnerships, nor is there a separate system within UN Women for tracking partnerships that are specific to HA. Knowledge management and learning on partnerships, as with other areas of HA, was identified as an area for improvement by the UN Women regional humanitarian advisers in the self-assessment questionnaire administered as part of the evaluation, with five of the six advisers rating the area as average or poor. In addition, the portfolio review could not determine consistent partnership results. For instance, the portfolio review found that countries such as DRC (whose actual HA budget shrunk from US$ 4.2 million in 2016 to just US$ 156,000 in 2018) and Pakistan (with no humanitarian funding in 2017 or 2018 given its transition away from emergency response) were initially included in the list of countries in the OCHA partnership, but had no identifiable results.

The evaluation attempted to track progress on the potential partnership initially foreseen with OCHA and included in the Humanitarian Action Plan (2014–2017). Aside from the Strategic Plan Framework and specific country-level reporting from UN Women, there was limited information. Evidence in Colombia of a partnership with OCHA was not available. One positive example of a strong country-level partnership with OCHA is the “Engendering Humanitarian Response” project in the occupied Palestinian territories (oPt), whose overall objective is to ensure that humanitarian response in oPt contributes to gender equality and addresses and advocates for the needs and priorities of women, men, girls and boys equitably and effectively. This partnership effort is considered effective given that it has been sustained over time. The project supports gender mainstreaming of the multi-year HRP with particular focus on supporting advocacy and response to the needs of women faced with specific vulnerabilities, including women at risk of displacement in Area C, female IDPs in Gaza, women victims of GBV, women working in agriculture and women with disabilities.

---

63 There are examples of this, as cited in the rest of the evaluation. The issue here is to become much more systematic, balancing every global policy with its practical application on the ground.
At country level, evidence from partnerships with humanitarian actors reveal mixed results. In the partnership with WFP, in which UN Women's global engagement is nascent, the evaluation found that WFP was nevertheless very satisfied with the collaboration in Jordan and in relation to blockchain.

At the global level, WFP recognizes a range of opportunities and needs that could be supported through engagement with UN Women from technical support to programme design and implementation, to support on how WFP reorganizes and strengthens internal structures to better achieve GEWE and normative work around sexual abuse by humanitarian actors themselves (PSEA). WFP identified UN Women as a strategic partner for programme design in relation to Syria +5; however, UN Women was not able to capitalize on this opportunity given limited clarity about its technical role and capacity, as expressed by a key WFP respondent in Rome. This was also noted in Bangladesh, where the two agencies had managed to partner on a small scale but, despite there being a strong willingness and much discussion on both sides, at the time of the evaluation the larger collaboration envisaged had not come to fruition. WFP struggles with organizations that seek partnerships because of WFP’s scale of operation: when the partner cannot be specific about what it can provide, and cannot do so at a reasonable scale, it is hard to justify the return on the investment. UN Women’s approach is not always conducive to this level of practical consideration, especially given the longer-term and transformative nature of GEWE.

Yet, there were various positive examples of partnership at the country level. In the Rohingya camps in Cox’s Bazar, UN Women secured two multi-purpose women’s centres. In this context, UN Women has the possibility of setting an example and developing standards for other women’s centres in the response. This can feed into the Gender Hub and enable sharing with other actors for possible replication and identification of good practices.

Another example of an effective partnership was the preparation and (pending) implementation of the National Resilience Plan in Bangladesh, in partnership with UNDP and UNOPS. This partnership benefited from the enabling factors of a similar organizational culture with UNDP, a clear division of roles and responsibilities and shared vision, common goals and objectives. Although delays have occurred due to elections, the preparatory phase went smoothly, and the project has received substantial funding (just under US$ 13 million) from DFID and SIDA. All stakeholders interviewed had positive impressions of the partnership to date, with UN Women’s added value clearly articulated and the engagement of key government stakeholders underway.

As stated in UN Women’s evaluation on partnerships, UN Women could develop an overarching strategy and/or guiding document on its key strategic partnerships in HA, including a definition of a strategic partnership, guidance on why it is strategic and what steps are needed to manage, maintain and assess these strategic partnerships over time. Additionally, a framework or system for tracking progress on partnerships would also be needed. In-country and remote interviews with UN Women staff and external stakeholders demonstrated there was limited bilateral strategic engagement with key humanitarian donors, overall and at the country level, to discuss and share strategies on enhanced GEWE. Engagement with key INGOs was also more limited in the field, identified in only 10 per cent of countries through the portfolio review,\(^{64}\) with strengthening of national capacities often favoured.

UN agencies interviewed as part of this evaluation cited opportunities to partner with UN Women in country contexts where there is strong leadership and capacity, and a collaborative approach. During country-level missions, this was most apparent in Bangladesh, Colombia and South Sudan. However, these same respondents stated that UN Women’s in-country capacity was the main barrier to partnership. The larger UN agencies stated that UN Women needs to be predictable, reliable and in a position to follow through on realistic commitments, which UN Women struggles to do in the context of its financial reality. UN agencies at the country level signalled that UN Women should have more staff capacity at the in-country level. UN Women’s prioritization of HA has also been a factor. When UN agencies make a request to engage with UN Women at the country level, UN Women staff are often overstretched and have faced constraints in offering assistance.

\(^{64}\) Based on the analysis of 2018 partnerships. Results were mostly consistent in the years examined (2014–2018). The actual number of countries with INGO partnerships may be higher, as there is no systematic method for capturing these partnerships in UN Women’s systems and the evaluation had to rely on the documentation available in RMS, country reporting and Strategic Notes.
Some of UN Women’s efforts could be made in partnership with key agencies, e.g., review of gender in humanitarian architecture in Jordan and future efforts to roll out the IASC Accountability Framework on the Gender Policy. There is a trade-off between visibility and partnership issues to consider. Indeed, UN Women is often less recognized for its actions than other agencies and needs to make its role more visible.

3.4 Effectiveness

To what extent is UN Women effective in integrating gender equality and women’s empowerment in humanitarian action through its normative, coordination and operational work? 65

**FINDING 5:**

UN Women’s global normative work is effective in ensuring that policies, guidelines and frameworks sufficiently address gender equality and women’s empowerment. UN Women has many examples of coordinating and facilitating different actors, for example, during the World Humanitarian Summit, to incorporate gender into humanitarian action. The Entity’s work in coordination at the country level is nascent, with some good examples, yet it has limited consistency or strategic focus overall. In addition, the Entity’s country-level programming requires improvement, mostly because of the size and scope of projects and the funding available. Despite this, the evaluation found some effective examples in this area. UN Women can become more effective by being more consistent and strategic overall and by emphasizing the complementarity and interlinkages between its normative, coordination and programming work.

As described in Section 3.2, UN Women has been engaged in a range of international forums where it has emphasized the role of GEWE in HA. This section addresses the effectiveness of the major contributions to these forums, and how and if these contributions have resulted in more effective responses in specific contexts.

Without membership of IASC, the Gender Reference Group in Humanitarian Action (GRG) remains a key mechanism for UN Women to influence the humanitarian architecture and ensure continued focus on gender in humanitarian responses. The GRG is expected to support all IASC bodies on GEWE programming and to lead the systematic dissemination of related policies. Some stakeholders interviewed considered that UN Women has played a key role in maintaining a focus on gender and the GRG in IASC.

Following the endorsement of the IASC Gender Policy for Gender Equality and the Empowerment of Women and Girls (2017) in Humanitarian Action, UN Women undertook stewardship of the “Gender Desk” charged with monitoring the Accountability Framework. 66 UN Women supported the revised IASC Gender Handbook for Humanitarian Action in April 2018, including an e-learning platform hosted by UN Women’s Learning Centre “Gender Equality in Humanitarian Action eLearning.” 67 Also in 2018, UN Women initiated data collection and analysis for the first Accountability Framework Report, expected to be published in 2019. This has been spoken of favourably by various respondents to this evaluation, although the precise results are yet to be seen.

Through the Friends of Gender Group, UN Women focuses on four priority Grand Bargain workstreams: localization, cash, participation revolution and comprehensive needs assessments. UN Women and CARE co-chair a subworkstream on cash and gender that seeks to ensure that cash-based interventions are designed in ways that women can access and benefit from, in line with the ODI evaluation findings. 68 These interventions were noted as particularly effective by relevant respondents.

65 Effectiveness measures the extent to which an activity achieves its purpose, or whether this can be expected to happen on the basis of the outputs. Implicit within the criterion of effectiveness is timeliness.

66 The effectiveness of the Gender Desk falls beyond the scope of this evaluation. It may warrant a separate evaluation.


In line with its strategy, UN Women used the Commission on the Status of Women (CSW) as a forum to promote discussion and advocate for women and girls. These forums are opportunities to ensure that women, girls and civil society are part of the conversation, and to bring to the forefront issues for discussion. As Figure 10 shows, this has led to actions in a number of forums, from the WHS to global cash transfer approaches.

During the WHS, UN Women seconded a staff member to OCHA as a means of guaranteeing sustained focus on the gender agenda, while simultaneously advocating for GEWE. UN Women led one of seven high-level sessions and ensured that “catalysing action to achieve gender equality” was adopted as a core commitment. In each of the examples above, UN Women supported, facilitated and ultimately delivered on better or new policies that address GEWE.

In early 2019, UN Women initiated the establishment of a subgroup on gender-responsive, localization-related issues, initially composed of UN Women, CARE and OXFAM. This workstream could benefit from UN Women’s historical comparative advantage, i.e. the Entity’s close relationship with women’s groups and civil society.

In relation to DRR, UN Women has been active globally, as noted above, and in specific regions. In West Africa, UN Women provided inputs into how the Arab/Africa Regional DRR platform addressed GEWE. In the Europe and Central Asia Region, UN Women ensured that gender was mainstreamed in the outcome document of the European Forum on Disaster Risk Reduction (2017). UNDP and UN Women have partnered at the regional level, including developing guidance on incorporating gender perspectives in DRR programmes and initiatives, e.g. UNDP Istanbul Regional Hub for Europe and the CIS, and the UN Women Europe and Central Asia Regional Office in 2018. In the Latin America and Caribbean region, HACRO provided technical support to the Regional Office in preparation for the “VI Regional Platform for Disaster Risk Reduction” of the Americas and also supported the Asia–Pacific Regional Stakeholder Consultation Workshop in Thailand to validate the GiR programme.

There are many examples of how UN Women has contributed to more effective DRR both regionally and at the country level. These include the Malawi National Action Plan for gender-responsive HA (in partnership with Oxfam) that is being used to influence humanitarian actors in the country. In Ethiopia,
UN Women and OCHA support the National Disaster Risk Management Commission (NDRMC) to mainstream gender into recovery and resilience efforts. This includes the Disaster Risk Management (DRM) Gender Working Group (2018) which brings together humanitarian actors from both government and NGOs to facilitate the inclusion of gender dimensions in all stages of the humanitarian programme cycle. In Kazakhstan, UN Women and OCHA have supported the preparation of the Central Asia-Caucasus DRR platform and participated in the Asia-Caucasus Russian International Affairs Council (RIAC) meetings and retreats. UN Women co-led the side event on gender-responsive DRR with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) in Japan during the World Assembly for Women (WAW!) event in 2018 and supported a side event at the high-level sessions on gender for the Arab/Africa Regional DRR platform in Tunis (October 2018).

UN Women has also made links between its global normative work and country-level response through gender alerts and “aide memoires.” Between 2013 and 2017, UN Women was involved in the preparation of several gender alerts, e.g., Ebola,\(^{69}\) South Sudan,\(^{70}\) Yemen,\(^{71}\) CAR,\(^{72}\) Iraq,\(^{73}\) Nepal,\(^{74}\) and Hurricane Irma.\(^{75}\) These build on existing knowledge, describing key underlying factors that affect the humanitarian response from a gender dynamics perspective, and identify key action points in priority areas.

Survey respondents were overwhelmingly positive about the need for technical gender expertise in HA for the formulation of humanitarian normative policy, standards and guidance. Seventy-four per cent of non-UN Women respondents rated this as “completely” important with very few citing it as unimportant (see Figure 11). This is slightly different from a conclusion in this report which states that the importance lies the other way around, with normative policies, standards and guidance being the most important way to influence programming. Nonetheless, it corresponds to the widespread consensus that GEWE is important as both a rights issue and as an issue of programme effectiveness.

There is broad consensus about the importance of GEWE and the usefulness of UN Women’s guidance on gender-responsive HA as shown in Figure 13. Figure 13 shows that over 64 per cent of UN Women and non-UN Women respondents rated UN Women’s guidance in relation to knowledge on gender-responsive HA as useful, with a much greater spread among both UN Women and non-UN Women respondents when compared to Figure 12. Only 22 per cent of non-UN Women respondents rated this as either “somewhat” (19 per cent) or “not at all” effective (3 per cent).

In considering evidence from the semi-structured interviews, there was some division between those who worked at the country level and those UN Women staff working in headquarters in New York and Geneva. Headquarters staff tended to be

\(^{69}\) IASC Reference Group for Gender in Humanitarian Action; (February 2015). “Humanitarian Crisis in West Africa (Ebola) Gender Alert.”

\(^{70}\) IASC Reference Group for Gender in Humanitarian Action; (May 2014). “Humanitarian Crisis in South Sudan Gender Alert 2.”

\(^{71}\) IASC Reference Group for Gender in Humanitarian Action; (July 2015). “Humanitarian Crisis in Yemen Gender Alert.”

\(^{72}\) IASC Reference Group for Gender in Humanitarian Action; (June 2014). “Humanitarian Crisis in Central African Republic (CAR) Gender Alert.”

\(^{73}\) IASC Reference Group for Gender in Humanitarian Action; (September 2014). “Humanitarian Crisis in Iraq Gender Alert.”


\(^{75}\) IASC Reference Group for Gender in Humanitarian Action; (September 2017). “Humanitarian Crisis in the Caribbean Gender Alert.”
somewhat more informed and positive about UN Women’s normative contributions, while staff at country level were less knowledgeable and often unsure of the practical and operational implications of global policies.

**FINDING 6:**
UN Women’s direct programming reaches a small proportion of the women and girls in need and is not always consistent in scope and quality. However, the effectiveness of UN Women’s global, regional and increasingly local work on standards and guidelines rightly contributes to how women and girls are served in various humanitarian responses.

As per the evaluation’s portfolio review, UN Women reported providing services to 235,000 crisis affected women and girls, and 89,000 men and boys, across 33 countries in 2018. This is up from 208,000 persons (79 per cent were women and girls) in 31 countries in 2017. This represents significant growth in one year, particularly within the financial context in which UN Women operates. However, actual needs reveal an increasing demand for more actors to be involved in this area. In 2018, OCHA reported that there were approximately 141,000,000 people in need of humanitarian assistance with 101,200,000 targeted by inter-agency appeals.

In its results reporting, UN Women tends to treat its activities as discrete “projects,” with results reported as such. Project activity results therefore often overlook UN Women’s broader normative approaches, including global policies, guidelines and frameworks, and have limited reference to indicate that projects were either addressing needs neglected in system-wide humanitarian responses, or that delivery was improved through UN Women’s programming approach. If such links were evidenced, e.g. that policies, frameworks and guidelines indicated what should be done and then UN Women engaged in activities in different humanitarian contexts to show how this could be done, then the value would be in “piloting” these activities to showcase best practice and to codify standard operating procedures about how they could be implemented, based on evidence. This did happen in some instances, e.g. the Oasis centres in Jordan; and, in some cases, successful projects were showcased as best practice in a retroactive manner. As many respondents stated, UN Women could be much more proactive in using its normative work to identify where different humanitarian activities could be significantly improved through a focus on GEWE.

These responses indicate that there may be an opportunity to be more strategic about how, when and where to engage in “stand-alone” projects at the country level. This could be based on demonstrable gaps between global policies, frameworks and guidelines to which UN Women has contributed and how traditional humanitarian activities are delivered in different responses. These projects could then be positioned as pilots, ideally implemented through partnerships, with the intent to assess both their efficacy overall and their potential to be replicated in other contexts or brought to scale, usually by other humanitarian actors, thereby increasing both coverage, quality and sustainability. This means that UN Women would be less “demand driven,” and more strategic, building on all aspects of UN Women’s tripartite mandate. It also requires that UN Women has a delineated common structure for the services it consistently provides in different scenarios to ensure minimum standards are met.
The portfolio review identified technical assistance, capacity building, safe spaces, and SGBV prevention and protection as the most common UN Women activities. Technical assistance has remained a key area of focus for UN Women for the last four years, with 88 per cent of country programmes engaged in HA providing technical assistance in 2018, up from 83 per cent in 2014. Capacity-building activities have experienced the most growth, with 75 per cent of country programmes engaged in HA providing capacity building in 2017, up from 33 per cent in 2014. Most respondents to the evaluation survey and in the interviews stated that “technical assistance” and “capacity building” were the most important areas of focus for UN Women. It is unclear whether these perceptions are based on actual needs or are the areas where UN Women has shown the most competence. Evidence suggests the latter and, as noted in Section 3.3, respondents tended to conflate this with UN Women’s normative work.

There has been a decrease in livelihood activities, with 67 per cent of countries in the humanitarian portfolio reporting livelihood activities dropping 26 per cent between 2014 and 2018. While the total number of countries engaged in livelihood activities has decreased, the number of people reached by the activities has more than doubled between 2014 (34,400 people reached) and 2018 (79,974). However, these numbers are still small compared to the number of people in need. It is also not clear how effective these activities have been. While project reporting is generally positive, the evaluation noted weak practices in projects in South Sudan, Cameroon and Colombia, and positive examples in Bangladesh and Jordan. As in other areas, this indicates an inconsistency in results that may hamper UN Women’s efforts in this area. Nonetheless, lessons can be learned from both effective and ineffective practices, especially given the complementarity of UN Women’s programming, coordination and normative work.

Activities related to SGBV prevention and response decreased significantly from 83 per cent in 2014 to 29 per cent of countries reporting GBV work in 2018. This is largely due to UNFPA’s increased role in this area and, as such, may actually represent a success as UNFPA incorporates UN Women’s advice and guidance into its work.

UN Women has also conducted work in various countries on “safe spaces,” also referred to as multi-purpose centres or cohesion spaces. These spaces have been common for many years and are typically physical structures where a number of services are provided to women refugees and IDPs, including access/referral to legal and protective services, psychosocial support and sexual and reproductive health services. The first safe space set up by UN Women was reported in South Sudan in 2014. By 2018, UN Women reported 66 safe spaces and empowerment centres, including 26 new spaces in 13 countries. The management of these safe spaces varies from country to country with most managed by UN Women, and some managed by government/state actors and CSOs (19 per cent and 18 per cent respectively) (see Figure 14). Project reporting and the semi-structured interviews show that these spaces have been largely effective.

However, there has sometimes been a tendency to conflate “safe spaces” with “livelihood” activities. For instance, the Oasis centres in Jordan include textile and entrepreneur training. However, when the evaluation team met with women’s groups.

---

76 Also referred to as “multi-purpose centres” or “cohesion spaces.”
77 HACRO Supplementary Report 2018, draft.
78 This analysis does not include final 2018 figures.
80 It is not clear from the data if at the time of the evaluation all of these spaces were already functional.
in Jordan, they said that while they appreciated the training, it was not related to sectors that had significant market potential. As one person said, “Everyone knows how to sew, and everyone is selling their wares in the markets.” What these same groups of women did state, however, was how effective the safe spaces were in combining childcare with a literal “safe space” away from their caravans and tents where they could discuss issues, problem solve, commiserate and celebrate, and benefit from the “sisterhoods” that these safe spaces create. While this evaluation does not have enough comparative evidence from other safe spaces, these centres do represent a way of addressing the particular needs of women that respondents found both unique and exceptionally helpful.

Overall, respondents to the evaluation’s survey rated UN Women’s ability to better serve women and girls in a mixed way. While the overall response was positive with 29 per cent and 32 per cent of respondents rating this “significantly” and “completely” effective, compared to other survey questions, 38 per cent rated UN Women’s contributions to more women and girls being better served as only “somewhat” or “not at all” effective. This represents a disparity from other areas, where UN Women respondents tended to be more positive. In exploring this during the semi-structured interviews, most cited the small scale of programming activities and some questioned how UN Women could be expected to have the technical expertise to effectively implement livelihood or other sector-specific projects. This coincides with the evaluation team’s observation of various projects during its country-level missions. At the same time, most respondents could cite the various ways that particular projects did serve the needs of women and girls.

This incongruence highlights a recurring theme and some tensions in how UN Women views its programming role. First, while there is broad consensus that UN Women’s global normative work can and should be used to design more effective programming, there are mixed views about how that programming, in turn, informs UN Women’s global normative work. A majority of respondents stated that UN Women’s country-level programming activities were too small to deliver substantive results. In fact, this has been cited as one of the reasons that UN Women should seek more country-level projects so that it can gain more experience and thus create more knowledge and learning for UN Women’s global normative work. It is also unclear, given the examples cited above, that UN Women projects are of consistent quality to be used to demonstrate a particularly effective approach or model.

The evaluation has highlighted good examples of gender-responsive humanitarian work, such as safe spaces in Jordan and Bangladesh, livelihood projects in Colombia and South Sudan, and the range of ways that UN Women has supported government entities and civil society through technical assistance and capacity building. In most cases, these examples tend to be ad hoc and/or developed independently at the country level and based on available resources instead of addressing particular gaps or needs in specific responses or have been designed to highlight a particular approach unique and pioneered by UN Women. More importantly, by treating these projects as relatively “discrete”, results data and information tend to ignore how they correspond to and/or complement UN Women’s normative and coordination work globally.
FINDING 7: Effective coordination requires an in-depth knowledge of the relevant mechanisms, both globally and in specific responses, and how to leverage these towards more effective humanitarian action. UN Women has significant knowledge from its work in forums such as those associated with the Inter-Agency Standing Committee and the World Humanitarian Summit. UN Women’s coordination work in the Humanitarian Country Teams, clusters and working groups included some positive examples, though, there does not seem to be sufficient common knowledge of these local coordination mechanisms for UN Women to be consistently effective.

UN Women continues to work towards the inclusion of gender through existing mechanisms, mainly the HCT and clusters. Not being a member of IASC means that inclusion in the HCT is not guaranteed, but rather depends on both the skills of staff on the ground (internal factor), as well as the appetite and support of other actors (external factor). While there is recognition on UN Women’s part that the Entity does not always have the right expertise, experience and skills at headquarters level and on the ground, some stakeholders interviewed felt that institutional competition could have played a part in the resistance to UN Women’s participation.

IASC membership was an issue repeatedly mentioned by UN Women respondents. UN Women’s application to IASC has twice been rejected and this signals possible caution by IASC members regarding UN Women’s broader role in HA. Acceptance into IASC was identified in various interviews as necessary to secure credibility, access and influence. At the same time, there are examples of how UN Women has achieved this without IASC membership.

For instance, in South Sudan UN Women has a multi-pronged strategy to gain credibility and influence within the country clusters. This includes seeking sponsorship of the GenCap, capacity building for gender focal points; regular participation in the relevant inter-cluster working groups; and potential support to local NGOs (especially women-run NGOs and civil society actors) who seek funding from the country-based pooled fund (CBPF). The latter example is particularly important as one can cite OCHA’s ability to convene and coordinate as being enhanced by its management of the CBPFs and the resources they provide. If UN Women strengthened proposals on GEWE aspects and how they addressed the needs of girls and women, the funds would not only be contributing to more effective HA, but would also enable different actors to obtain the resources to do so.

There are other positive examples. In the oPt, OCHA respondents commented favourably on the placement of a UN Women staff member in its office. Placement of UN Women staff in OCHA in Yemen and in support of the WHS also resulted in positive outcomes.

Other examples are less positive. In DRC, UN Women is not included in the HCT because it does not have the capacity or number of staff required to qualify. In Somalia, there are perceived independence issues because of staff members’ affiliations with the government.

UN Women has increased its presence from 10 Country Offices reporting participation in the HCT or one (or more) clusters in 2014 to 22 in 2018, including leadership roles in the protection cluster in the Pacific region. Participation in the protection cluster is the most

---

common area of coordination, followed by participation in the GBV and GiHA working groups (see Table 7).

Survey respondents had a positive perception overall of how this level of participation makes coordination mechanisms more gender-sensitive (see Figure 16). However, in interviews, many respondents stated that UN Women does not have sufficient knowledge of the humanitarian architecture to effectively influence the HCT, clusters, working groups, HNO, HRP, or to engage with donors to influence overall programming strategies, Central Emergency Relief Fund (CERF) and CBPFs, etc. These mixed views and mixed examples point to the need for a comprehensive strategy on coordination mechanisms, including the IASC relationship once the term of GRG co-chairing ends. This may prevent UN Women from being equipped to support how humanitarian actors meet the needs of girls and women. A more integrated strategy, such as the one in South Sudan on influencing the clusters, could be a model. Links to funding sources (CBPFs, CERF) could also be a powerful way to influence coordination mechanisms.

### 3.5 Perceptions of UN Women’s tripartite mandate

As noted in previous sections, a recurring theme is how and if UN Women maximizes the complementarity and interlinkages between its normative, coordination and programming work.

Nearly all respondents to this evaluation agreed that UN Women’s mandate is an important aspect of how it contributes to HA. As Figure 17 illustrates, this perception exists across cohorts. Most stakeholder groups’ responses have 60 per

---

**TABLE 7:**
Number of countries participating in coordination structures  
(Source: Dara Portfolio Review)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Protection Cluster</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBV WG</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCT</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GiHA WG</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICCG</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Livelihoods WG</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Recovery</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Security</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelter cluster</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCCM</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Cluster</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WASH Cluster</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education Cluster</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*FIGURE 16:*
Does UN Women contribute to making coordination mechanisms for humanitarian response more gender-sensitive?  
(Survey Question)
cent or more responses that consider UN Women’s mandate an enabling factor. Within UN Women, several respondents stated that UN Women’s tripartite mandate was not well understood and created confusion. GenCap specialists’ responses were divided, with 50 per cent considering it an enabling factor and 50 per cent a limiting factor.\(^2\) This illustrates the common perception that UN Women’s mandate – while not always understood – is an appropriate approach. What is less clear is how the three areas have reinforced each other at different times and in different contexts.

However, during interviews, a common perception was that UN Women does not have the capacity or resources to address all three elements of its mandate and should focus only on known gaps, mainly normative and coordination for gender mainstreaming. Some respondents went so far as to state that UN Women should not be involved in any level of programming.

These and other responses tend to be based on the inconsistent way in which UN Women has leveraged its tripartite mandate. However, there are examples of how the Entity has done this well. For instance, in UN Women’s Cameroon Country Office, the HA programme has carried out extensive work to adapt and contextualize the IASC Gender Handbook for Humanitarian Action, including developing “tip sheets” for various sectors, and was familiarizing and building capacity in the use of the gender marker through the gender focal points. UN Women’s support to the revised IASC Gender Handbook for Humanitarian Action represents a way to leverage such guidelines and frameworks at the country level. The Handbook includes an e-learning platform that was hosted and developed by UN Women, as well as face to face training and training of trainers to support implementation at the country level. The training programme has been delivered in Bangladesh, Ethiopia, Sierra Leone, Cameroon, Nigeria, Malawi, Myanmar, Turkey and Palestine to hundreds of frontline humanitarian practitioners in over 40 different agencies. This is another example of how work at the normative level can directly feed into the operational level and is strengthened through UN Women’s coordination mandate.

Annex 13 includes a list of internal and external factors that contribute to the achievement of results.

### 3.6 Efficiency

**Do UN Women’s institutional arrangements and mechanisms support efficient and timely humanitarian responses?**\(^3\)

\(^2\) Despite exploring this difference among GenCap respondents in semi-structured interviews, there was no discernable trend in what may have led to this response.

\(^3\) Efficiency measures the outputs – qualitative and quantitative – achieved as a result of inputs. This generally requires comparing alternative approaches to achieving an output, to see whether the most efficient approach has been used.
FINDING 8:

While UN Women has results management policies and systems, these are not sufficiently tailored to the humanitarian operating environment that requires specific guidelines, operating procedures and strategic principles to enable the Entity’s offices to respond quickly and consistently to emergencies and complex humanitarian responses. Institutional arrangements, including fast-track mechanisms and standard operating procedures, are currently not fit for purpose to allow UN Women to function in a fast-moving environment. Overall capacity also needs to be made more consistent for different levels of response, and humanitarian principles need to be reinforced across UN Women’s work in humanitarian action.

Institutional arrangements are the policies, systems and processes that organizations use to plan and manage their activities efficiently and to effectively partner with others to fulfil their mandate. In the context of UN Women’s humanitarian work, this includes guidance on flagship programmes and selection and contracting procedures for implementing partners. The purpose of these institutional arrangements and operational mechanisms is to enable an efficient response that is in line with UN Women’s strategic objectives.

The creation of the Humanitarian Unit led to the development of UN Women’s Humanitarian Strategy (2014–2017), the Humanitarian Framework and the development of standard operating procedures (SOPs). At the time of the evaluation, the UN Women’s Humanitarian Strategy had not been renewed, while the Humanitarian Framework and the SOPs were still in draft form. Various stakeholders interviewed pointed to this limited, unclear guidance at corporate level and highlighted that a necessary first step would be to have internal clarity on UN Women’s level of commitment to HA and the types of services it would provide, before the Entity could position itself vis-à-vis other actors.

The limited strategic focus of some of UN Women’s humanitarian initiatives hinder its contribution and could undermine UN Women’s credibility, although opening a path for “growth” in this area. An example of this is the partnership with WFP on “Building Blocks – Blockchain”, an effort to enhance cash-based programming for refugee women beneficiaries (an innovative and different type of approach than many others considered in this evaluation).

From an operational perspective, the flagship programmes (especially LEAP and GIR in relation to HA) provide broad frameworks with indicators and results that frame various levels of UN Women’s contributions to HA to date. There is a wealth of other procedures including lists of recommended key points for post-disaster needs assessments, examples of gender indicators for flash appeals, rapid assessment checklists and presentations on the LEAP, etc.

However, most respondents at the country level were not readily familiar with these procedures, or sometimes retrofitted their programmes into the flagship theories of change and results data. For example, in Cameroon the same activities were implemented before and after the flagship initiative was introduced. The flagship did not prompt any re-assessment or changes but was simply a new way to reconfigure what was already being implemented.

Survey results and interviews highlighted the perception that existing institutional arrangements are not adequate in the context of a typical humanitarian response. Only 13 per cent of respondents had a positive view of UN Women’s institutional arrangements, with 45 per cent answering they are “not at all efficient.” Interviews with key stakeholders supported the view that UN Women needs to adapt its operational processes to be able to respond in a timely manner and that this is dependent upon the Entity having the right human resources in place at the very earliest stage of a response.

With a few exceptions, UN Women’s humanitarian activities do not rely heavily on procurement. At the same time, respondents stated that when

84 It would also include the RMS annual strategic planning and donor reporting processes, but these have already been addressed in previous sections.
goods and services need to be procured, there can be significant delays, or that UN Women needs to rely on other actors for such procurement. For instance, there were procurement issues associated with supplies for entrepreneur activities in the Oasis centres in Jordan that may have prevented a partnership with UNICEF as they ramped-up the Makani centres. UNICEF stated that it was interested in working with UN Women on the Makani centres, but decided against doing so because of the perceived procurements issues associated with the Oasis centres.

Concern over delays in these processes were raised by both partners and donors, with the CERF reporting that half of the programmes supported in 2018 had been delayed for administrative reasons, with the impact of delays being particularly serious given the short lifespan of CERF funded projects. It took over three months to hire the duplas, funded under the CERF in Mocoa, Colombia, for a 12-month project. Unsurprisingly, 60 per cent of survey respondents viewed UN Women’s internal procedures, such as procurement, recruitment, disbursement of funds, etc. as a limiting factor to UN Women’s effectiveness and efficiency.

The lack of appropriate fast-track procedures for humanitarian emergencies was raised by UN Women staff as a barrier to efficient and timely responses. Fast-track procedures have been under development since early 2018. A draft version was shared with the evaluation team for review, prompting a number of observations:

- Not only is it optional for UN Women Country Offices to engage when a humanitarian emergency occurs, it is also at the discretion of UN Women senior management to determine whether a Country Office has the capacity to properly use the fast-track procedures and, if not, to deny the request for activation.
- The activation process is quite complex, involving an initial meeting, the establishment of a Crisis Management Committee, a request submitted from the Country Office to the Regional Office, the request being reviewed by the Regional Office and then submitted to headquarters, after which a final review of the request is completed by headquarters before the mechanism can be activated. This process can take between three and nine days, depending on turnaround time at each step of the process.
- The fast-track procedure for partner selection appears greatly improved, given that, according to staff interviewed, this can currently delay implementation of programming in an emergency by up to two months. The option to “pre-qualify” possible partners is a positive step, although the overall timeframe required for the process remains unclear.

Based on interviews, most relevant HA staff at regional and country levels stated that they had not been engaged in the development of the fast-track procedures. Staff expressed concern that this may limit understanding of the issues faced in the field and how these are impacted by such procedures, increasing the likelihood that the final version of the fast-track mechanism will be difficult to implement adequately.

Inadequacy of funds was also seen as a significant constraint. Limited and short-term funding was observed to have some risk-related effects, such as precarious contracts for key staff, with counterparts informing the evaluation team that some UN Women staff actively engaged in searching for other jobs while implementing UN Women programming. As some offices rely on a single HA staff member, these uncertain contracts put UN Women’s portfolio at risk should the staff member leave the organization.

85 The CERF did not collect this type of data prior to 2018.
Funding limitations were also cited as one reason for limited monitoring. In 2017, the Mozambique Country Office reported that “According to available data, humanitarian action in Mozambique ... was not officially carried out under the adoption of gender equality commitments. Due to lack of human and financial resources dedicated to Humanitarian Action, in 2017 the CO has not received or implemented activities in the outcome, limiting itself to observation and light advocacy.”

With regards to the adequacy of resources, the survey is somewhat inconclusive, with just over half (52 per cent) citing funding as a limiting factor.

In terms of communication and decision-making, there are formal organigrammes and the directive for HACRO to communicate through Regional Offices to avoid overloading other country-level staff. The evaluation team was informed that bi-weekly or monthly team meetings should take place between New York and Geneva, although respondents stated that these meetings tended to focus on updates of activities rather than opportunities to share knowledge and emerging best practices.

As noted in other sections, the UN Women RMS does not include categories and results data procedures that are aligned with HA. This makes it difficult for management to have an accurate overview of its work and limits UN Women’s ability to learn and share knowledge.

While formally under the RMS it may not be possible to avoid some of these challenges, it should be possible to ensure that relevant information feeds into a system that allows UN Women to have a clear understanding of its overall contribution to HA.

*Vacancy

---

FINDING 9: UN Women expertise in humanitarian action remains limited and skills vary significantly from office to office, hampering the Entity’s ability to deliver consistently. Establishing UN Women as a reliable humanitarian actor will require a systematic investment in humanitarian capacity across the organization to allow staff to provide clear, practical and evidence-based normative standards (guidance) and to ensure that gender equality and women’s empowerment are incorporated in an effective, consistent and practical manner to better serve the needs of women and girls.

The corporate evaluation of UN Women’s contribution to UN system coordination on GEWE highlighted the need for increased capacity and the importance of investing in building the expertise of staff for credibility, particularly when the organization is not bringing resources to the table and is instead relying completely on its staff’s skills to position the Entity.

The evaluation’s portfolio review identified other examples. In 2014, the GenCap mission to Colombia identified the need to deepen the gender-responsive humanitarian work of the UNCT, but also acknowledged that “UN Women lacks core capacity to respond to this need.” In the evaluation’s mission to Colombia, many stated that this situation had not really improved since 2014. In South Sudan, a compelling strategy is in place to engage with and influence coordination structures in the country. However, the key staff involved are on short-term consulting contracts. The fact that most humanitarian posts are non-core and offer little security means that the most thoughtful strategies are unlikely to be sustained (see Table 1 in Section 2.2).

In the evaluation’s self-assessment, five of the six regional humanitarian advisers reported that the limited capacity of staff is a barrier to ensuring coordination mechanisms at the country level are gender sensitive. This was confirmed further by survey respondents, with more than 60 per cent of the responses from UN Women Country Offices and donors rating internal human capacity as a limiting factor, and 50 per cent of UN agency and UN Women (global) respondents saying the same.

FIGURE 20: Is UN Women’s internal human capacity an enabling or limiting factor in its contributions to humanitarian action? (Survey Question)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Enabling factor</th>
<th>Limiting factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UN Women (Global)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Women (Regional)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Women (Country Office)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN agency</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International NGO</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFRC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National NGO</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donor</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent Gender Specialist</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Gender Standby Capacity Project (GenCap)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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This was also confirmed in stakeholder interviews. Many staff at the country level reported that they had limited experience in HA and that increased capacity would be needed to adequately support all their functions.

One possible exception was in terms of expertise at the normative level, where most respondents agreed that UN Women has the right skills in place. However, the current gap at the political/Chief level in New York was raised by various stakeholders, both within and outside UN Women, and was seen as hindering the effectiveness of the GRG, which is now managed from Geneva, as well as affecting the Entity’s ability to adequately engage with other stakeholders in New York.

There has been no analysis of the best mix of permanent/short-term contracts, roles and responsibilities, and competencies compared with needs, opportunities and longer-term strategic objectives. Within the framework of limited financial resources, and reliance on non-core financial resources, it has been observed that the alignment between the level of need and staff available is not always clear. Similarly, in terms of office configuration and within the financial environment, when looking at the five largest humanitarian crises in 2018 (based on size of HRP), three of the five countries only have a UN Women programme presence and not a Country Office. Respondents from field missions frequently cited insufficient capacity as a reason for not participating regularly in coordination mechanisms, and Country Offices often had to limit their participation to one or two clusters/sectors, thereby limiting their ability to influence the overall response.

The type/quality of contracts for staff varied among the countries visited, with some raising concerns about the potential risks to office activities and sustainability. In one instance, partners shared that UN Women staff would regularly enquire about vacancies in other agencies. As mentioned, this is particularly concerning as in some offices the entire humanitarian portfolio relies on one person. The type/quality of contracts also has an impact on staff’s ability to benefit from training, as well as the Entity’s ability to benefit from their expertise (as only staff can be part of the surge roster and many humanitarian personnel are not staff members, this significantly limits the quality of the surge capacity).

The importance of having key core humanitarian staff to position UN Women was made evident in South Sudan where, despite having been present in the humanitarian sphere since 2014, most stakeholders recognized the recent changes in staff – with a short injection from HACRO followed by the positioning of a strong HA staff member and a country representative with a clear strategy – as having made a significant difference in positioning UN Women as a humanitarian actor.

Overall, there is limited in-depth expertise for HA within UN Women, and capacity within Country Offices varies significantly, which negatively impacts UN Women’s ability to respond in an effective and consistent manner. To address this, UN Women needs to have a better understanding of its existing capacity (across all personnel) and have clarity on the minimum requirements (competencies) for a Country Office to be able to engage effectively in humanitarian programming.

---

**FINDING 10:**

While efforts have been made to set up an internal surge roster, it is still not fit for purpose. UN Women is exploring options for surge capacity, including opening the roster up to a wider network of people and to include programme staff not on temporary assignment or short-term contracts. Profile identification, such as head of office/policy specialist should include skills specific to the context and/or crisis, for example, disaster in small island states and population flow.

The surge capacity roster was established in June 2018. In 2017, guidance documents were finalized following a series of external (UNDP and UNFPA) and internal consultations (Peace and Security, HR, HACRO). The roster includes only UN Women staff members which, at the time of the evaluation, amounted to a total of 13 persons (see Figure 21).

Interviewees raised questions about the level of expertise of the staff in the roster and highlighted difficulties in securing their release, even though
managers have to agree for a staff member to be part of the roster. Not all staff interviewed were aware of the surge roster. Some degree of familiarization to ensure that Country Offices understand what resources are available to them may be warranted.

The roster includes experienced and senior staff members at P5 and P4 levels. The selection criteria were comprehensive, and the selection committee panel ensured that only those with adequate experience in humanitarian response (alongside the expertise required for each profile) were included in the roster. The roster is currently limited to staff members, and does not exclude more experienced staff as a result.

At the time of the call for applications, in addition to email notifications to all staff from HR, HR and HACRO jointly led a series of information sessions for interested applicants. The first year of the roster was a pilot effort, so there was limited focus on advertising the roster services. Nevertheless, all presentations to Regional and Country Offices have included deployments as a service line to communicate the availability of this form of support.

It should be noted that the roster isn’t always the first choice to recruit personnel for immediate needs in HA. The goal is not to have the same or a higher number of deployments from the roster instead of through Gender Standby Capacity Project SCP. For instance, a new memorandum of understanding with the Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency was signed in 2018. UN Women and RedR, an existing partner, have recently engaged in a series of conversations to further strengthen this engagement. A new partnership with the Netherlands is also being initiated. Additionally, deployments through the roster have a cost implication which SCP deployments do not have. Roster deployments are meant to be for shorter periods compared to SCP deployments, which are on average at least six months duration. The two deployments are not meant to serve the same purpose.

Some of the Regional or Subregional Offices, such as the Multi-Country Office (MCO) in Fiji, have created their own subregional roster and rely on this and the Regional Office for surge support. These rosters have the advantage that those who participate are familiar with the context and are better able to “hit the ground running.” Similarly, the Fiji and Barbados MCOs rely on each other for support as they are facing similar challenges as small island states. Regional roster support was also established and rolled out by the Asia-Pacific Regional Office from 2015 following the Nepal earthquake and has been functional since then with deployments of staff from the Regional Office and in the region as part of crisis responses in Fiji, PNG, Indonesia, Laos and Bangladesh, among others, for quicker regional level surge deployments, not operating through the formal headquarters led roster. This highlights the need to go beyond identifying profile types (such as head of office, policy specialist, programme specialist, gender and HA adviser) and extending the scope to familiarity with certain types of contexts (DRR, migration flows, small island states, etc.).

Five deployments from HACRO were also reported to support programme proposals. These were sometimes initiated from HACRO and at other times directly by Country Offices. UN Women also uses GenCap, Norcap and NRC. Table 8 illustrates a range of capacities and roles.

The evaluation was made aware that other options (such as joining the UNDP roster) were continuing to be explored.
FINDING 11:
There is no systematic method to extract learning from the field level and feed it back into normative work at the regional and global levels. Rather, the focus is more on reporting activities than on learning. However, UN Women finds ways to drive learning through different types of exercises such as annual reporting on results in humanitarian action and crisis response.

UN Women’s approach to knowledge management includes reporting from County Offices and thematic research. The main reporting mechanism is RMS. In assessing and using this system for the evaluation, the team found there were inconsistencies in how humanitarian activities are classified and reported. Some DRR work was categorized as climate change, while livelihood support and GBV activities were categorized as both humanitarian and development, in different places and in different ways.89

Formal reporting is supported through specific exercises, such as thematic reports and various evaluations. These include a “Humanitarian Programme Report: Focus on Livelihoods” (Aug. 2018, Cameroon); “GBV and Child Protection amongst Syrian Refugees with a focus on early marriage” (2013 Jordan); and “The effect of gender equality programming on humanitarian outcomes” (2015). Other formal reporting includes donor reports (such as for CERF or the WHPF), along with the HACRO annual report.

While some weaknesses were identified in data management, as described above, the evaluation team noted efforts for better data management, such as the HACRO survey and internal tools that allow it to better understand UN Women’s work on the ground, e.g. through self-reporting surveys.

89 The Evaluation Inception Phase Report includes additional information on these inconsistencies.

### TABLE 8:
Overview of the deployments through SCP for 2017 (Source: HACRO)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Entity</th>
<th>Receiving Office</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Start Date</th>
<th>End Date</th>
<th>Number of months in 2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>GenCap</td>
<td>UNW Bangladesh</td>
<td>P5</td>
<td>21/07/2017</td>
<td>03/02/2019</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>GenCap</td>
<td>UNW OCHA Ukraine</td>
<td>P5</td>
<td>18/01/2017</td>
<td>17/07/2017</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>GenCap</td>
<td>UNW OCHA Ukraine</td>
<td>P5</td>
<td>17/08/2017</td>
<td>16/02/2018</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>GenCap</td>
<td>UNW Cameroon</td>
<td>P5</td>
<td>03/07/2017</td>
<td>03/01/2018</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>GenCap</td>
<td>UNW Cameroon</td>
<td>P5</td>
<td>01/01/2017</td>
<td>02/01/2017</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>GenCap</td>
<td>UNW Cameroon</td>
<td>P5</td>
<td>15/02/2017</td>
<td>14/06/2017</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>GenCap</td>
<td>UNW OCHA Myanmar</td>
<td>P5</td>
<td>04/12/2017</td>
<td>31/05/2018</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>RedR</td>
<td>UNW HQ NY</td>
<td>P3</td>
<td>DD/10/2016</td>
<td>DD/03/2017</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>RedR</td>
<td>UNW Fiji</td>
<td>P3</td>
<td>19/01/2017</td>
<td>16/07/2017</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>RedR</td>
<td>UNW Fiji</td>
<td>P3</td>
<td>09/11/2017</td>
<td>08/02/2018</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>RedR</td>
<td>UNW Fiji</td>
<td>P3</td>
<td>09/11/2017</td>
<td>08/02/2018</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>RedR</td>
<td>UNW Sierra Leone</td>
<td>P3</td>
<td>DD/10/2017</td>
<td>DD/01/2018</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>NorCap</td>
<td>UNW Iraq</td>
<td>P4</td>
<td>19/08/2017</td>
<td>27/02/2018</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>NorCap</td>
<td>UNW Somalia</td>
<td>P3</td>
<td>01/10/2017</td>
<td>31/12/2017</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>NRC</td>
<td>UNW Libya</td>
<td>P3</td>
<td>01/11/2017</td>
<td>02/04/2018</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lessons learned are also reported as part of RMS. The quality and consistency of these vary.

UN Women has undertaken a series of exercises to promote learning and share knowledge in specific areas. In 2015, and in the context of the GRG, UN Women commissioned the Institute of Development Studies at the University of Sussex to undertake a study of “The effect of gender equality programming on humanitarian outcomes.” This provided evidence of how gender equality programming is essential to ensure an effective, inclusive, rights-based humanitarian response. A full list of relevant knowledge products produced can be found in Annex 15. The UN Women Country Office in Nepal developed a lesson learning document from the earthquake and flood responses, which was used to inform emergency response preparedness planning in Bangladesh.

Despite these efforts, there does not seem to be a systematic mechanism to support the sharing of knowledge and lessons learned. It mostly occurs on an ad hoc basis or for specific reports, such as donor reports and HACRO annual reports. There have also been regional forums for sharing knowledge, such as that between the Barbados and Fiji MCOs.

The limited allocation of resources for monitoring is also detrimental to UN Women’s effectiveness as it limits the quality and consistency of the evidence available for management decision-making. In Cameroon, only two monitoring visits were permitted per programme – at the beginning and at the end of programmes. The Country Office stated this was insufficient as it had prevented the office from adapting the programme during the implementation phase based on changing needs or identified gaps.

Finally, reports data tends to be less informative as they focus on output level indicators. The number of women attending a training session does not indicate to what degree that learning had a lasting impact. This weakness has been highlighted in other corporate evaluations: “A weak knowledge management function hampers the organization from extracting useful lessons, establishing active communities of practice and being a learning organization.”

The systems for sharing knowledge are a focus area of the ongoing change management workstreams. This includes systems-based approaches to organizational development that go beyond what is typically available in most UN organizations. It is also very data driven, including qualitative and quantitative data, that could highlight both positive and negative trends in near “real time.”

The evaluation found examples that risked doing unintended harm and highlighted the need to strengthen capacity building in this domain, including humanitarian principles. The online training provided by UN Women on HA does not sufficiently offer guidance on how to operationalize these principles.\textsuperscript{31}

Working along the humanitarian–development nexus, UN Women’s work with the government in Cameroon was raised, given the government’s practices and interests and the need to advocate against \textit{refoulement} of refugees and independence and impartiality in the Anglophone regions. In Colombia, referral pathways for GBV survivors identified formal institutional structures as opposed to a more survivor-centred and protection-oriented approach.

More broadly, a significant number of evaluation respondents raised questions as to whether UN Women’s approach to HA challenged the humanitarian principle of independence, as the Entity often chose to partner with governments when implementing programmes. This was raised in Bangladesh in relation to UN Women organizing training of police officers on GBV responses in Cox’s Bazar, despite the GBV sub-sector having referral and response pathways in place that didn’t involve the police, due to the precarious status and limited access to justice of the Rohingya community. A similar concern was raised regarding perceived independence issues in the UN Women Somalia Country Office and HCT participation. The government is often part and party to conflicts and expecting affected populations to access the national police for assistance, such as in the case of the Gender Desks, is ill-advised.

\textbf{3.7 Gender equality and human rights}

How has UN Women’s humanitarian work addressed the underlying causes of gender inequality and discrimination?

\textsuperscript{31} As an example, the training assumes that the government will first and foremost want to respond to HA based on needs and that UN Women will support authorities in this process.

\textbf{FINDING 12:}

UN Women’s approach to humanitarian action demonstrates how the underlying dynamics in a crisis affect women and girls to increase their vulnerability, impact their resilience and undermine their ability to access and/or benefit from humanitarian assistance. UN Women’s normative work is based on addressing these underlying causes and often draws not only from global research, but also from its experience with civil society and governments. UN Women can expand on this work, finding ways to bring these actors into every aspect of a response. This is aligned with the New Ways of Working and is an essential way to ensure that gender equality and women’s empowerment and the needs of women and girls are considered not only in terms of effectiveness, but also from a rights perspective.

The human rights-based approach to programming (HRBAP) is conceptually embedded in UN Women’s approach. It aims to move away from seeing women as victims (or potential victims), in line with the traditional humanitarian response, and focuses on women’s agency and empowerment as a protection mechanism, understanding how targeting the response at the remedial action level can prevent a repeat of the abuse.

With human rights acting as the “bridge” across phases of the crisis and aligning early response with the nexus, “every humanitarian operation can benefit from human rights work, which addresses root causes of a crisis and therefore contributes to building a comprehensive response and enhance peace and security for all.”\textsuperscript{32}

However, the evaluation team observed that many humanitarian actors still don’t understand the role that UN Women can play in relation to rights-based approaches. Humanitarian actors

were largely unaware of how to communicate the importance of humanitarian programming that is responsive to underlying power dynamics. This advocacy work is essential to identify and reach the most vulnerable in an effective manner and is very much linked to the principle of respect and dignity that goes with saving lives.

The evaluation identified various examples of how humanitarian actors appreciate having access to this type of analysis. In Colombia, UN Women developed a profile of the Venezuelan women at the border that was often mentioned by various counterparts. Similarly, ALDEPA, an NGO that traditionally works on prevention of juvenile delinquency, partnered with UN Women to assist at the Minawao camp in Cameroon. As noted in interviews, this joint work allowed ALDEPA to understand how women and girls were affected differently, the reasons they may choose to join Boko Haram, and how and why even humanitarian actors, if not careful, can cause additional harm to women.

**FINDING 13:**
UN Women’s contributions to humanitarian action, especially at the normative level, are informed by human rights-based approaches. UN Women’s work has promoted greater transparency and accountability for these approaches.

Through its normative work, UN Women has advocated for and sought to strengthen transparency and accountability, especially as it relates to gender, in humanitarian responses. Capacity building of duty-bearers aims to strengthen their abilities so that they are better equipped to meet their legal obligations under international human rights and humanitarian laws.

Similarly, LEAP builds on the concept of empowerment, be it through skills training, education and cash programmes, or by providing women with skills and access to cash/employment. These types of activities address the power imbalance that is at the root of women’s vulnerabilities at times of crisis. Many examples of this have been cited throughout this evaluation.

The evaluation also identified examples of how UN Women has addressed the issue of patriarchy and other male-dominated social structures that contribute to girls and women’s vulnerabilities. For instance, each and every livelihood activity assessed as part of the evaluation sought to give women income opportunities and to work in sectors traditionally uncommon for women. This not only addresses immediate needs, but also challenges dominant patriarchal structures.

Similarly, women’s safe spaces provide protection and address issues around access stemming from societal norms, as mentioned previously. Legal support projects, such as in Iraq, and awareness-raising and advocacy initiatives linked to GBV from across the UN Women portfolio aim to address the underlying causes of gender inequality. These examples include a prominent focus on working with religious and community leaders towards a greater acceptance of women’s rights within communities.

While these examples are positive, there is scope for more capacity work in this area. When it comes to capacity building of rights holders, which is at the core of the rights-based approach, the evaluation team observed a focus on governments in comparison with civil society. This was demonstrated in programme designs and products. For example, the hoja de ruta in Colombia, a roadmap for GBV survivors, identified the existing institutional pathway rather than prioritizing the needs of the survivor. While strengthening the capacities of duty bearers is important, UN Women could more consistently focus on strengthening the capacities of women’s groups and civil society while promoting their participation in decision-making.

The Yogyakarta Principles (2006, 2017) on the application of international human rights law in relation to sexual orientation and gender identity affirm equal rights for people with diverse sexual orientation, gender identity and gender expression (SOGIE). Many of UN Women’s normative and legal frameworks do not explicitly refer to SOGIE. However, gender equality goes beyond sex to include the social/cultural construct around gender and as such implicitly recognizes the need to include persons beyond the gender binary of women, girls, boys and men in order to also integrate LGBTQI+ people, and thus further emphasize the principle of leaving no one behind.

As with the underlying causes of gender inequality and discrimination, these issues affect the adequacy of the response and the ability of the most vulnerable to benefit from humanitarian programming. For example, following the mudslide in Mocoa, Colombia, government shelters failed to find an adequate solution for the transsexual community. Together with other UN agencies, UN Women alerted the Defensoría del Pueblo (The Ombudsman’s Office) of this gap in the response. As part of the Asia-Pacific Gender in Humanitarian Action Working Group, UN Women also supported the Asia-Pacific Pride “call for action” that convened LGBTQI+ to document cases of discrimination and heightened vulnerabilities during a humanitarian response.

96 UN Women (2017). “Thematic evaluation of UN Women’s humanitarian action in the Arab states’ region.”
98 Also referred to as LGBTQI+ (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Intersex and Queer)
In some instances, respondents described how government entities have objected to UN Women’s work with these groups. This highlights some of the challenges associated with placing the vulnerable population – and not government – at the centre of the response. At the same time, the evaluation recognizes that UN Women is a smaller actor with limited resources and has no history of working with LGBTQI+ communities.

The IASC Guidelines for Integrating Gender-Based Violence Interventions in Humanitarian Action (2015) developed with the support of UN Women in the context of the IASC Gender Working Group is, together with the UNHCR Emergency Handbook (2015), one of the very few handbooks/guidance that addresses LGBTQI+ communities in any significant manner.

There are a number of examples of UN Women’s work with LGBTQI+ communities. UN Women Fiji MCO worked in partnership with Diverse Voices and Action for Equality (DIVA for Equality),\textsuperscript{101} and led a session at the Pacific Humanitarian Partnership meeting on local and diverse humanitarian actors, including speakers from the Rainbow Pride Foundation, to assess the specific needs and benefits of inclusion. UN Women is providing leadership in this area in the


\textsuperscript{101} DIVA for Equality Diverse Voices for Action and Equality (DIVA for Equality) concentrates its work in urban poor communities, rural and remote constituencies, and with women and people with diverse sexual orientations, gender identities and expression, as well as wider women-led social organizing in Pacific small island states. DIVA for Equality co-convenes a regional Gender, Climate Change and Sustainable Development Coalition (PPGCCSD); We Rise Coalition (with femlink PACIFIC, FWRM and IWDA); the Pacific Feminist SRHR Coalition; and is a founder/on the Working Group of new Pacific CSO Engagement Mechanism (PACCOM), etc. DIVA for Equality is also the Women’s Major Group PSIDS Organizing Partner (2017-2019) and the Women and Gender Constituency (WGC) Liaison to the UNFCCC COP23 Presidency.
context of the protection cluster, coordinating protection, preparedness and response across the Pacific, specifically in relation to SOGIE. This was reported as a first for UN Women globally and recognized as a good practice.

Other vulnerabilities linked to race, caste or religion benefit from UN Women’s continued country presence which allows a better understanding of the cultural dynamics and how they impact women and girls in humanitarian contexts. An example of this is the market stall supported in Cameroon that sought to provide Muslim women with access to the market, which is not culturally regarded as acceptable, by providing them with a physical barrier that provided both protection from harassment as well as cultural protection. These limitations were not always taken into consideration, e.g. in Nigeria where the opposite occurred and women were not able to access the markets.

A good example of programming with substantive support from the indigenous population was observed in Colombia where women from indigenous and afro-descendant groups were invited to participate in developing a culturally-sensitive institutional response to GBV in the context of the armed conflict. When interviewed, the women underscored their appreciation of UN Women’s method of partnership, which had allowed them to participate in a substantive manner and was fully respectful of their own practices.

The experience in Fiji with SOGIE communities and in Colombia with indigenous groups shows that while UN Women has not historically worked in these areas, and does not necessarily have in-house expertise, strategic partnering can lead to positive change. Through its normative and coordination work, UN Women can ensure that data disaggregation incorporates SOGIE, disabilities and other relevant information, such as ethnic or religious groups (when contextually relevant).
4. CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions are organized by criteria. This includes the “triangulation marker” that indicates the type and strength of different evidentiary sources (see Section 2.8).

4.1 Relevance

CONCLUSION 1

UN Women helps to ensure that gender equality and the empowerment of women remains central to humanitarian action.

GEWE is largely recognized as an important factor to achieve effective humanitarian action. Most stakeholders consulted in the context of this evaluation noted UN Women’s normative, coordination and programming work as relevant to HA. They also recognized how GEWE contributes to more sustained humanitarian outcomes and longer-term transformative change. However, the relationship between UN Women’s normative, coordination and programming work and the wider role that the Entity plays in HA was not always clear. Therefore, some stakeholders see smaller-scale, country-level programming as the entirety of UN Women’s contribution in a specific response, thus missing how UN Women also informs important coordination and normative work.

4.2 Appropriateness

CONCLUSION 2

Stronger links are needed between UN Women’s global normative work and humanitarian coordination mechanisms where needs and priorities are determined.

Over the last five years, UN Women has been involved in, and has often been instrumental to, all major international and regional forums concerning humanitarian action and disaster risk reduction. This engagement has provided a foundation for making links to response-specific coordination mechanisms that define the needs of women and girls and other vulnerable groups. Such coordination mechanisms include the Humanitarian Needs Overview and Humanitarian Response Plan processes, United Nations Humanitarian Country Teams, humanitarian clusters and sectors, and inter-cluster working groups. However, a consistent, early and strategic presence in country-level coordination mechanisms is needed to establish the vital links between UN Women’s global normative work and effective humanitarian action to ensure that the needs of women and girls are appropriately addressed in humanitarian contexts.
4.3 **Connectedness and sustainability**

**CONCLUSION 3**

UN Women should continue to build on its “development” work while increasing its focus on the “humanitarian” side of the nexus.

UN Women’s global normative work has provided a foundation for activities that are closer to the development side of the humanitarian-development nexus. This could lead humanitarian stakeholders to view UN Women solely as a development actor, thus decreasing the Entity’s opportunities to influence humanitarian and other actors in their work to support women and girls in emergencies, and as they integrate GEWE into their programmes. UN Women could have a greater impact by ensuring that: a system-wide response is gender sensitive from the beginning; the Entity addresses underlying power dynamics; programming considers possible risks and backlash to women’s participation; and barriers to access are addressed. These actions are all closer to the humanitarian side of the nexus and also facilitate links to UN Women’s global normative work.

**CONCLUSION 4**

Working in partnership can ensure that UN Women makes contributions at sufficient scale while increasing opportunities for funding.

United Nations organizations are generally enthusiastic about engaging with UN Women, which has emerged from the partnerships that UN Women has forged to date. However, in the future, partnerships could be more central to how UN Women works in terms of specific responses. Partnerships with OCHA, UNHCR, UNFPA, UNICEF and WFP, among others, could enable UN Women to contribute to developing effective gender equality and women’s empowerment approaches, while creating a channel for these to be implemented at scale. This is important as UN Women’s programming currently tends to be at a smaller scale, meaning its efficacy and relevance is difficult to appraise. Working in partnership and at scale would be an effective way to demonstrate results, inform global policy and increase the inclination and capacity of donors to fund similar approaches and partnerships in other humanitarian responses.

4.4 **Effectiveness**

**CONCLUSION 5**

There is significant evidence that UN Women has been highly effective in its global normative work.

There are several examples of how UN Women has worked to integrate gender equality and women’s empowerment into frameworks and policies that guide humanitarian action. The evaluation could not identify any relevant international forum or event in which UN Women was absent in the last five years. The examples provided throughout the evaluation indicated that UN Women was not merely present, but also ensured that issues of gender equality and women’s empowerment were incorporated into key normative frameworks and guidance.

**CONCLUSION 6**

Lessons from UN Women’s country level work should serve to improve programming approaches globally and act as a catalyst for longer-term transformative change.

UN Women lacks systematic methods to effectively extract and document learning from specific humanitarian responses. While this is typical of many international organizations, it is of particular importance for UN Women as it supports programming that addresses immediate needs, pathways to recovery and longer-term transformative change. A
systematic and consistent approach to appraise and extract lessons on how different actors incorporate a gender lens into humanitarian activities – either independently or because of direct UN Women support – would not only continue to build the case for investment in gender equality and women’s empowerment, but would also provide a compendium of best and emerging practices that could be replicated and brought to scale in other responses.

4.5 Efficiency

CONCLUSION 7
UN Women’s reliance on non-core resources tends to make it more reactive and less strategic, and therefore less efficient overall.

With non-core resources comprising around 95 per cent of UN Women’s humanitarian funding, the Entity is mostly “supply driven”. This means that UN Women is largely reliant on project-level funding and opportunities, which affects its ability to be more coherent and strategic at the global level.

4.6 Gender equality and human rights

CONCLUSION 8
UN Women’s capacity and expertise in humanitarian action vary across offices, risking UN Women’s ability to deliver consistently.

As seen from other organizations’ experiences, becoming established as a reliable humanitarian actor requires commitment in terms of sufficient humanitarian capacity across the organization. Current corporate systems do not facilitate UN Women’s understanding of what type of humanitarian-related expertise it has available and where it can be found. A team of dedicated staff that could be deployed in the earliest stages of a response would help to ensure the implementation of a strategic and consistent humanitarian approach. Ideally, this team would include three to seven staff members with experience from multiple humanitarian responses who have a deep understanding of humanitarian coordination and appeal mechanisms.

Overall, UN Women’s approach to humanitarian action demonstrates an understanding of how dynamics in a crisis can affect women and girls by increasing their vulnerability and impacting their resilience, which ultimately undermines their ability to benefit from humanitarian action.
5. LESSONS

There are a number of lessons that can be derived from the evaluation’s findings, analysis and conclusions. Some of the more salient include those noted below.

**Coordination is resource intensive.** Adequate coordination requires a significant investment of time. Staff should have a sufficient level of expertise, authority to make decisions quickly and time to engage with actors across the HCT and other coordination mechanisms.

**Credibility is crucial.** UN Women needs to be strategic and consistent to ensure that humanitarian actors understand UN Women’s role and to increase its credibility overall. A strong humanitarian team, even small, can have a significant impact on UN Women’s ability to influence a response.

**UN Women has a key competitive advantage in promoting the role of civil society throughout a response.** Civil society plays an important role in both contextualizing a response and in ensuring that humanitarian activities can be sustained after most of the humanitarian actors have left. UN Women is often involved with such actors before, during and after a response. Promoting their importance throughout will contribute to much greater and sustained effectiveness.

**Connectedness needs to be considered from the design stage.** Risks and opportunities associated with weak implementing partners’ absorptive capacity need to be considered from the design stage in a realistic manner. Similarly, activities in the context of a camp require clear alignment with other actors in the camp and need to be part of the initial planning architecture.

**Seconding UN Women staff to OCHA and other partners is a good foundation for broader partnership.** Experiences of seconding UN Women staff to OCHA, as in Yemen and for the World Humanitarian Summit, has led to tangible results, especially in an increased recognition and understanding of GEWE as instrumental to effective HA. This provides a foundation for even more meaningful and expansive levels of engagement.

**Resource mobilization with humanitarian donors requires a different, more strategic approach.** UN Women has an opportunity to move beyond programme funding and towards strategic partnerships with donors that are pushing their partners to become better on GEWE issues. This will require practical and demonstrable programmes, at scale, that prove the benefits of GEWE in relation to immediate needs, recovery and longer-term transformative change. This may be achieved, most practically, through partnership. UN Women could also follow OCHA’s model of using the country based pooled funds to convene different actors during a response. If UN Women supported local actors in developing proposals that exemplified the best aspects of GEWE, this would lead to an increasing role for UN Women with OCHA and in relation to the localization agenda.

**Developing a coherent vision requires time.** Successful implementation and the delivery of results are connected to a robust analytical basis and a detailed and inclusive design process.
6. RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are based on the evaluation’s findings and conclusions. Each recommendation is rated according to priority (valuable, important and urgent) and time frame (longer term, medium term and short term). Unless otherwise indicated, all assume HACRO as the primary responsible party.

**RECOMMENDATION 1**

UN Women should develop a response-level strategy to complement its global Humanitarian Strategy.

(Urgent: short term)

A response-level strategy should provide specific approaches and standard operating procedures for engaging with and influencing coordination mechanisms (Humanitarian Country Teams, Humanitarian Needs Overview/Humanitarian Response Plans); resource mobilization strategies within and beyond coordinated appeals; key partnerships/joint programming opportunities; and approaches to ensure knowledge management and learning.

UN Women should establish criteria to define its field-level engagement, considering the level of need, capacity and inter-agency agreement. UN Women’s most important contribution to humanitarian action could be in helping operationalize guidance and bridging policy and practice. UN Women could also better track financing and results in programmes that specifically target women and girls to strengthen accountability.

To be a credible actor, UN Women needs to be predictable to better serve women and girls in humanitarian settings. This requires the Entity to commit to what it will do in crises (what, when and how). The decision on what to prioritize should be informed by humanitarian needs, UN Women’s comparative advantages and gaps in the system-wide response.

**Recommendation 1.1:** UN Women should review its humanitarian strategy and develop a complementary and detailed resource mobilization strategy to leverage opportunities at the country level (Humanitarian Needs Overview and Humanitarian Response Plans) and with key donors.

UN Women may need to revise its HACRO Humanitarian Strategy based on a revised theory of change and develop a resource mobilization strategy that is coherent with these priorities and effective humanitarian action.

**Recommendation 1.2:** UN Women should conduct internal annual reviews of gender in humanitarian action/gender equality and the empowerment of women in humanitarian action to analyse how strategies are contributing to demonstrable results.

This could include assessing changes in coordination; the adoption and use of proven approaches and models; and strengthening leadership, accountability and technical capacity in relation to GEWE.

**RECOMMENDATION 2**

UN Women should identify the necessary leadership, minimum levels of staffing and office structures in humanitarian settings for an adequate response-level strategy in humanitarian action to ensure that the Entity can maximize its influence at the country level.

(Important: medium term)
UN Women’s humanitarian capacity should therefore be central to relevant parts of the Entity’s management and administration systems. This would include expanding and strengthening training on humanitarian principles, Gender in Humanitarian Action, humanitarian coordination, the Humanitarian Programme Cycle, Accountability to Affected Populations, Communications with Communities, Monitoring, Evaluation and Learning, and Protection Against Sexual Exploitation and Abuse. Management and humanitarian staff would benefit from guidance on how to engage with humanitarian donors and strategic partners.

An enhanced partnership with UNICEF could also be considered as there are some understandable overlaps between the two organizations. UN Women should work towards an agreement that illustrates how UN Women and UNICEF complement each other in different humanitarian contexts. This agreement should also provide details of how each organization would lead on issues affecting women and girls.

Recommendation 3 requires that UN Women and corresponding partners such as OCHA, UNHCR and UNFPA mutually engage at the highest level to secure the necessary commitments and sufficient specificity as to what, how and when they will collaborate to guide implementation on the ground.

UN Women should prioritize global partnerships with OCHA and UNHCR which could help to define a core package of services that UN Women could commit to delivering in (predefined) humanitarian contexts. Given their coordination roles, OCHA and UNHCR could then promote this “package” in other responses.

An enhanced partnership with UNICEF could also be considered as there are some understandable overlaps between the two organizations. UN Women should work towards an agreement that illustrates how UN Women and UNICEF complement each other in different humanitarian contexts. This agreement should also provide details of how each organization would lead on issues affecting women and girls.

Recommendation 3 requires that UN Women and corresponding partners such as OCHA, UNHCR and UNFPA mutually engage at the highest level to secure the necessary commitments and sufficient specificity as to what, how and when they will collaborate to guide implementation on the ground.

RECOMMENDATION 3

UN Women has developed important partnerships in different contexts and should build on this experience and focus on developing global partnership frameworks with OCHA, UNHCR and UNFPA.

(Important: longer term)

UN Women should prioritize global partnerships with OCHA and UNHCR which could help to define a core package of services that UN Women could commit to delivering in (predefined) humanitarian contexts. Given their coordination roles, OCHA and UNHCR could then promote this “package” in other responses.

An enhanced partnership with UNICEF could also be considered as there are some understandable overlaps between the two organizations. UN Women should work towards an agreement that illustrates how UN Women and UNICEF complement each other in different humanitarian contexts. This agreement should also provide details of how each organization would lead on issues affecting women and girls.

Recommendation 3 requires that UN Women and corresponding partners such as OCHA, UNHCR and UNFPA mutually engage at the highest level to secure the necessary commitments and sufficient specificity as to what, how and when they will collaborate to guide implementation on the ground.

RECOMMENDATION 4

UN Women should increase its effectiveness and impact in humanitarian action by better linking the Entity’s work to system-wide responses while minimizing programming that is not conducted in partnership or that does not have broader strategic importance.

(Urgent: longer term)

Due to its limited size and scale, UN Women should seek to increase its reach by better linking to system-wide responses, e.g. rolling out the Inter-Agency Standing Committee Accountability Framework on Gender, integrating gender-responsive programming throughout the humanitarian programme cycle, and promoting women and girls’ participation from the initial assessment stage to management, implementation and assessment. From this, UN Women can promote accountability and learning and further focus on enabling outcome-centred response planning and improved Humanitarian Needs Overview/Humanitarian Response Plan processes.
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